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Gene expression is regulated by the chromatin environment and various cis-regulatory elements. 
Gene activators and repressors target specific regulatory elements in the genome to regulate 
nearby genes. But they function only in limited regions called domains. In each domain, genes 
are regulated independently without interference from outside. Boundary elements (insulators), 
binding sites for insulator proteins, are proposed to separate neighboring domains. One function 
of insulators is to block interactions between an enhancer and a promoter if positioned between 
them; the second function is to block the spreading of certain chromatin states along chromatin. 
BEAF-32 (with two 32 kDa variants: BEAF-32A and BEAF-32B) is one of insulator proteins. 
The binding of BEAF at the insulator scs’, which was originally found at the edge of 87A heat 
shock puff on Drosophila polytene chromosome, is essential for the insulator activities. We 
examined the heat shock induced histone modifications at the region of the transgenic heat shock 
puff, and studied if the presence of a nearby 2scs’ insulator can block these modifications from 
further spreading. On immunostaining Drosophila polytene chromosomes, hundreds of regions 
are seen to be associated with BEAF. To map BEAF binding sites in the Drosophila genome, we 
hybridized 32A and 32B ChIP DNA to genome-tiling microarrays. Different binding 
characteristics were observed for 32A and 32B. Nearly 2000 BEAF binding regions were 
identified. Most of these sites are located at gene promoters, and analysis of these target genes 


































GENE TRANSCRIPTION AND REGULATION 
In the course of evolution, the inheritance of genetic information assures that the 
offspring of organisms share the biological features of their ancestors. Genes, as units of genetic 
material, are coded by segments of double strand DNA. Genes store the most essential genetic 
information, and initiate the process which finally produces biologically functional proteins 
based on gene sequences.  In the first step of this process, transcription uses a gene as the 
template for synthesizing an RNA strand. One type of RNA, messenger RNA, codes for the 
proteins produced by translation. Transcription of a gene is strictly regulated so that the 
expression of each gene takes place under the right conditions and in the right cell type (in 
multicellular organisms). This is particularly true in eukaryotic cells, where most genomic DNA 
is in the nucleus and is packaged with proteins into highly organized chromatin within the 
nucleus.  
Before a protein-coding gene can be transcribed, the recruited RNA polymerase II (Pol II) 
and multiple general transcription factors assemble into a complex near the transcription start site 
(TSS) of the gene. This DNA region upstream of the TSS is called a promoter, and is essential 
for transcription to start. Much of the regulation of a gene’s transcriptional activity is mediated 
by the promoter region. 
Examples of regulatory elements are enhancers and silencers. These DNA elements 
recruit specific binding proteins which function to activate or repress, respectively, their target 
promoters which can be tens or hundreds of kilobase pairs away. The question of how enhancers 
find and affect their target promoters is still under study. One model hypothesizes that the 
enhancer physically interacts with the promoter, looping out the intervening DNA (Dekker et al., 
2002), through either direct targeting or tracking along the DNA towards the promoter with a 




is transferred from enhancer to promoter (Johnson et al., 2001). In another model, the enhancer 
does not directly interact with the promoter. Instead, activator proteins on an enhancer recruit 
bridging proteins, which spread along DNA from enhancer to promoter through further 
recruitment (Gause et al., 2001). In addition to the various targeting models, evidence from 
various experiments demonstrate that enhancers can act on promoters promiscuously (Butler and 
Kadonaga, 2001; O'Kane and Gehring, 1987). 
Another aspect of gene regulation involves chromatin structure. In the nucleus of 
eukaryotic cells, double stranded DNA wraps around histone octamers (consisting of two of each 
H2A, H2B, H3 and H4). A nucleosome has 146 bp DNA wrapped around a histone octamer, 
with around 40-60 bp of linker DNA between nucleosomes. This 11nm diameter beads-on-a-
string structure can further compact, adopting more complex configurations such as 30 nm 
diameter solenoid structures and higher order structures. These different chromatin structures 
play important roles in gene expression, DNA replication, DNA recombination and other 
biological events of DNA. 
Gene transcription needs open, less compact chromatin structure – the beads-on-a-string 
structure – so that transcribed DNA is accessible to regulatory factors and the transcription 
machinery. In the genome, these open chromatin regions are called euchromatin, and are where 
most of the active genes are located. In contrast, heterochromatin refers to regions where 
chromatin structure is more compact. Heterochromatin is repressive for gene transcription. 
Euchromatin and heterochromatin are two distinct chromatin states that have multiple different 
features in addition to chromatin organization. For example, euchromatin and heterochromatin 
have distinct patterns of histone modifications. In each nucleosome, the N-terminal tails of the 
core histone proteins protrude out and can be chemically modified (acetylation, methylation, 




certain chromatin structures in two ways. One is that the modification of histone tails from 
neighboring nucleosomes changes the nucleosomal interactions (Shogren-Knaak et al., 2006); 
the other is that different modifications on histone tails recruit specifically associated effector 
proteins or protein complexes (Bannister et al., 2001; Pray-Grant et al., 2005). The maintenance 
or change of chromatin state is an important aspect of gene activity regulation. 
Gene expression in euchromatin is influenced by the presence of nucleosomes, especially 
at the promoter region. The DNA wrapped around the histone octamer has low accessibility to 
transcription factors and the transcription machinery, while the linker DNA has high accessibility. 
One well characterized model system is the yeast Pho5 gene. It has been observed that during 
activation, the nucleosome at the Pho5 promoter is lost (Almer et al., 1986). Genome-wide 
mapping of nucleosomes in yeast and human also suggest that nucleosomes at many active 
promoter regions are largely depleted or, in some other regions, strategically positioned. 
Chromatin remodeling complexes, which hydrolyze ATP to change DNA-histone interaction in 
various ways, as well as other factors such as those involved in covalent histone modifications, 
play important roles in nucleosome positioning and eviction.  
INSULATORS AND INSULATOR PROTEINS 
Insulators are a class of DNA elements specifically bound by insulator proteins. 
Generally a DNA element is defined as an insulator if it has one or both of the two following 
properties: first, if positioned between an enhancer and a promoter, it can block their 
communication; second, as a barrier, it can block the spreading of certain chromatin states. 
The existence of insulators in eukaryotic genomes was hypothesized by researchers 
decades ago based on two considerations. The first was the unsolved problem of enhancer-
promoter specificity. As mentioned above, enhancers can activate promoters promiscuously over 




This raised the possibility of the existence of boundaries in the genome, which divide the 
genome into separate domains of independent gene regulation. In this model, a boundary should 
be able to block an enhancer on one side from activating promoters on the other side.  
The second basis of this hypothesis was the observation of higher order chromatin loops 
(Benyajati and Worcel, 1976). How chromatin in the nucleus is further compacted beyond the 30 
nm solenoid fiber into higher order chromatin structures is still not clear. But according to 
various observations in different organisms, some regions of the chromatin fiber seem to attach 
to a proposed scaffold structure, resulting in the formation of chromosomal loops. Each loop is a 
topologically independent unit for chromatin compaction or decondensation, potentially 
constituting a domain of independent gene regulation. This links the original concept of insulator 
to chromatin structure, as insulators separate chromosomal domains and prevent chromatin 
structure on one side from interfering with chromatin structure on the other side. This link 
between insulator and chromatin structure also provides clues of where to look for insulators in 
genome. 
The first insulator elements were discovered in Drosophila. It had been observed that the 
87A locus of polytene chromosomes from salivary glands, where two divergent hsp70 genes are 
located, would form a puff structure on heat shock treatment. This puffing coincides with the 
induction of hsp70 genes and reflects the decondensation of chromatin structure at this locus. 
Thus the chromosomal regions surrounding this puff were of interest since they seem to be the 
physical boundaries of this chromosomal domain. After localization on chromosomes by in situ 
hybridization, each of these two regions was found to contain a site with nuclease hypersensitive 
segments surrounding a central nuclease-resistant segment (Udvardy et al., 1985). These two 
sites were named scs (specialized chromatin structure) on the proximal puff edge and scs’ on the 




demonstrated to have the activity of protection from transgenic chromosomal position effects and 
the activity of blocking enhancer-promoter communication (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Kellum 
and Schedl, 1992). It was later found that scs and scs’ bind different insulator proteins, Zw5 
(Zeste-white 5) and BEAF (Boundary Element-Associated Factor), respectively (Gaszner et al., 
1999; Zhao et al., 1995). The details of BEAF and scs’ will be described below.   
About the same time, another insulator in Drosophila was identified in the gypsy 
retrotransposon. The insertion of gypsy into the genome causes mutations, called gypsy 
mutagenesis. One site of mutagenesis is an insertion upstream of the yellow (y) gene, affecting 
larval and adult cuticle pigmentation. One insertion, called the y2 allele, blocks upstream wing 
and body enhancers, but not downstream, intronic bristle and tarsal claw enhancers. It was found 
that a homozygous mutation of the su(Hw) (suppressor of Hairy-wing) locus would restore 
yellow expression in the y2 allele and reverse the phenotypes from other gypsy mutations 
(Modolell et al., 1983). The su(Hw) protein has 12 zinc finger domains, interacting with a 
segment on the 5’ UTR of the gypsy retrotransposon. This su(Hw) binding site is responsible and 
sufficient for the y2 phenotype, blocking the upstream enhancers from activating the downstream 
promoter. Enhancer blocking does not occur when this site is not positioned between the 
enhancer and promoter, as the bristle enhancer in the intron is not affected by this mutagenesis 
(Geyer and Corces, 1992). 
Another protein, mod(mdg4)2.2, is also involved in gypsy insulator activity. 
Mod(mdg4)2.2 is the major product of the mod(mdg4) gene which gives over thirty splicing 
variants. Mutation of a unique domain in mod(mdg4)2.2 suppresses the gypsy mutagenesis 
phenotypes mediated by su(Hw) (Gerasimova et al., 1995). This domain, near the C-terminus of 
the protein and highly acidic, was shown to physically interact with the su(Hw) protein (Gause et 




function. CP190, a centrosomal protein during mitosis, was identified to interact with both 
su(Hw) and mod(mdg4) BTB/POZ domain, as well as gypsy insulator DNA. Mutations in CP190 
also suppress mutations caused by the gypsy insulator (Pai et al., 2004). dTopors, which has E3 
ubiquitin ligase activity, also interacts with both su(Hw) and mod(mdg4)2.2, but not with CP190. 
dTopors associates with both gypsy insulator complexes and lamin, the component of nuclear 
lamina on the inner nuclear membrane. These associations position gypsy insulators, which 
appear to come together to form so-called insulator bodies as discussed below, to the nuclear 
periphery (Capelson and Corces, 2005). Furthermore, characterization of in vivo CP190 
associated proteins identified Rm62, an RNA helicase involved in RNAi chromosomal silencing. 
The interaction between CP190 and Rm62 is RNA-dependent. Mutation of Rm62 restores gypsy 
insulation that has been impaired by mutation of mod(mdg4) or CP190, suggesting that Rm62 
plays a negative role in gypsy insulator function. In contrast, two Argonaute proteins, piwi and 
aubergine, positively affect gypsy insulator activity (Lei and Corces, 2006). E(y)2/sus1 is 
another protein identified in su(Hw) associated insulators. It directly interacts with the su(Hw) 
zinc finger domain and is involved in barrier, but not enhancer blocking activity (Kurshakova et 
al., 2007).  
Immunostaining on polytene chromosomes as well as ChIP-chip assays have revealed 
that in addition to the limited number of gypsy retrotransposon insertion sites, su(Hw) binds to 
hundreds of sites in the genome. At least some of these non-gypsy su(Hw) binding sites also 
have insulator activity (Adryan et al., 2007; Parnell et al., 2006). One site, 1A-2, is located 
downstream of the yellow gene and separates the yellow and achaete genes. This site was found 
to be immediately upstream of a non-coding RNA gene, yar, discovered in the yellow-achaete 
intergenic region. Loss of 1A-2 by homologous recombination showed no expression level 




addition to enhancer blocking and barrier activities, su(Hw) binding sites have more complex 
gene regulatory activities (Golovnin et al., 2003; Soshnev et al., 2008).  
Genomes of vertebrates also have insulators. CTCF (CCCTC-binding factor) was 
identified as the insulator protein associated with the 5’HS4 insulator element upstream of the 
chicken β-globin locus. Being a hypersensitive site, 5’HS4 separates downstream globin genes 
and upstream heterochromatin. The 250 bp core fragment within 5’HS4 is responsible for 
enhancer blocking activity (Chung et al., 1997; Chung et al., 1993). The DNaseI footprinting 
assay showed that there are five protected regions, FI to FV, and further tests suggested the FII 
region alone is specifically bound by CTCF, and is sufficient for enhancer blocking (Bell et al., 
1999). It was later found that the barrier activity of 5’HS4 was conferred by the FIV region 
bound by the protein USF1 (West et al., 2004). 
CTCF has 11 zinc finger DNA binding domains. It is the main insulator protein to be 
identified and studied in vertebrates. It is a conserved protein with a homolog identified in 
Drosophila. CTCF binds many sites in genomes as diverse as human and Drosophila. Over ten 
thousand of potential binding sites have been identified in the human genome (Cuddapah et al., 
2009; Kim et al., 2007).  
Another well studied CTCF associated insulator is from the H19/Igf2 imprinted locus in 
mouse and human. The expression of this gene pair is regulated differently between the maternal 
allele and the paternal allele. On the maternal chromosome, the downstream gene H19 is 
expressed and the upstream gene Igf2 is not, while on the paternal chromosome, it is the reverse. 
These two genes share the same enhancer, which is located downstream of the H19 gene. A 
region called the ICR (imprinting control region) between the two genes and close to the 
promoter of H19 is responsible for blocking the activation of the Igf2 gene by the downstream 




DNA in this ICR region is methylated, which inhibits CTCF binding. This not only allows the 
downstream enhancer to activate the Igf2 gene, but the methylated DNA also represses the H19 
promoter (Bell and Felsenfeld, 2000; Hark et al., 2000). Among other biological functions 
involving CTCF in mammals, one seems to be X-chromosome inactivation, where CTCF binds, 
together with Yy1, at Tsix  (Boumil et al., 2006; Chao et al., 2002; Donohoe et al., 2007). In 
Drosophila, CTCF also has many binding sites. Some found in regions of the Bithorax Complex 
are known to have insulator activity. The Bithorax Complex helps control body patterning during 
fly development (Ciavatta et al., 2007; Holohan et al., 2007; Mohan et al., 2007).   
Besides Yy1, other proteins are found to interact with CTCF. One is the vertebrate 
nucleolar protein nucleophosmin, linking CTCF binding sites to nucleoli (Yusufzai et al., 2004). 
Another protein is the chromodomain helicase protein CHD8, which associates with CTCF and 
is required for insulator activity at the H19/Igf2 locus (Ishihara et al., 2006). It has been shown 
that the large subunit of RNA Pol II interacts with CTCF at some CTCF binding sites 
(Chernukhin et al., 2007). In addition, some proteins have genomic binding sites overlapping 
with that of CTCF. One example is CP190 (Mohan et al., 2007), which is also a component of 
su(Hw) insulator bodies in Drosophila. The other protein is cohesin, which also functions during 
mitosis to tether sister chromotids. Cohesin was found to participate in CTCF insulator activity 
(Parelho et al., 2008; Stedman et al., 2008; Wendt et al., 2008). Finally, as a post-translational 
modification, it has been reported that CTCF is poly(ADP-ribosyl)ated. This modification is 
required for insulator function (Yu et al., 2004).  
MECHANISMS OF INSULATORS 
There is not necessarily a single mechanism by which insulators function. Different 
insulators might have different mechanisms, one insulator protein can have different behaviors at 




barrier activity. Several models have been proposed, but none of them alone can explain all of 
the reported insulator data.  
One model is the promoter decoy model. According to this model, an insulator resembles 
a promoter and competes with the promoter for interaction with enhancers. This leads to 
enhancer blocking by interfering with the enhancer-promoter interactions. This model is 
supported by the fact that several known insulators are located near promoters. For example, 
Zw5 binds the scs insulator near the promoter of the gene CG31211; BEAF binds the scs’ 
insulator near the promoters of the CG3281 and aurora genes. Other BEAF binding sites, 
including BE76 and DNA pol I promoter, are also at promoter regions (Cuvier et al., 1998). Also, 
the promoter of the even-skipped gene was found to have insulator activity (Ohtsuki and Levine, 
1998). In addition, some insulator proteins are also related to transcription. As mentioned above, 
su(Hw) binding at the 1A-2 region affects transcription of the non-coding RNA gene yar. 
Mod(mdg4), a member of the trithorax group of proteins, has a positive role in gene regulation 
(Gerasimova and Corces, 1998). GAGA factor, a transcription factor, is responsible for the 
insulator activity of eve promoter (Ohtsuki and Levine, 1998). In addition, CTCF also has gene 
regulatory functions, although both in gene activation and in gene repression (Filippova et al., 
1996; Vostrov and Quitschke, 1997). The major problem with this model is that it cannot explain 
why the insulator element competing for an enhancer has to be between an enhancer and 
promoter, since experiments show that insulators placed outside do not block the enhancer-
promoter communication.  
The second model for enhancer blocking is the looping model. This model is based on the 
model of establishment of chromosomal domains by chromatin looping described above. Here it 
is proposed that insulator elements interact with each other and form loops between the 




gene activities. Supporting this model, it was found in embryonic nuclei that the scs and scs’ 
insulators of the Drosophila 87A7 hsp70 locus are close to each other and form a hypothesized 
looped domain. This appears to be mediated by interactions between their binding proteins Zw5 
and BEAF (Blanton et al., 2003). Gypsy insulators provide further support, as the gathering of 
gypsy insulators from different loci was observed in the nucleus (Byrd and Corces, 2003; 
Gerasimova et al., 2000). Each gathering of gypsy elements, by association of insulator proteins 
such as mod(mdg4) and CP190, is proposed to form an insulator body with the resulting loops 
extending out. Thus each loop is supposed to be an independent domain, although there is a 
report suggesting that the function of the insulators is independent of insulator bodies (Golovnin 
et al., 2008).  
Another observation indicating interactions between insulators is that two copies of the 
gypsy insulator, instead of one, loses enhancer blocking activity, while three copies of gypsy 
have enhancer blocking ability again (Kuhn et al., 2003; Muravyova et al., 2001). This could be 
explained by pairing and the resulting self-looping between two insulators referred to as insulator 
bypass. That the third insulator is free to block enhancers is different from the case of insulator 
body. This loss of insulator function by self paring was observed with other insulator elements, 
and was found more pronounced if the two insulator copies were in opposite orientation to each 
other, consistent with the paring loop model (Gruzdeva et al., 2005; Kyrchanova et al., 2008; 
Rodin et al., 2007). It is noteworthy that these observations are not consistent with the promoter 
decoy model, according to which two copies of insulators should attract the enhancer more than 
one copy.  
Insulator looping has also been observed between CTCF binding sites. In the mouse β-
globin locus, there are three CTCF binding sites upstream and one site downstream shown to 




(Splinter et al., 2006). It was also found that in the mouse imprinted H19/Igf2 locus, the CTCF 
binding region in the ICR of the maternal allele interacts with one of the two methylated regions 
of Igf2 (DMR1) which is located upstream from the promoter of Igf2, placing the Igf2 gene into a 
loop. In the paternal allele where CTCF does not bind to the ICR region, it interacts with DMR2 
which is on exon 6 of Igf2, placing the gene outside of the loop (Kurukuti et al., 2006; Murrell et 
al., 2004). It has also been shown that imprinted sites from different chromosomes can interact 
with each other, apparently forming a network in the nucleus. CTCF binding to these sites seems 
important for their interaction (Zhao et al., 2006).  
Some nuclear structures associated with insulator proteins can supposedly act as a base 
for attaching of insulators to help establish domain loops. Besides the lamina which associates 
with gypsy insulator proteins as mentioned above, nucleophosmin, a nucleolar protein, was 
found interacting with CTCF. Nucleophosmin is present at CTCF binding sites such as HS4 and 
3’HS at the chicken β-globin locus (Yusufzai et al., 2004). This link between CTCF binding sites 
and nucleoli suggests the possible role of nucleoli in tethering the CTCF binding sites together to 
form domain loops. In addition, some insulator proteins themselves have been identified in the 
nuclear matrix, which is defined biochemically as insoluble nuclear proteins after various 
extraction procedures such as high salt treatment. These insulator proteins include su(Hw), 
(mdg4), CTCF and BEAF (Byrd and Corces, 2003; Dunn et al., 2003; Pathak et al., 2007). 
Although the significance of this is not clear, this has been used to support the suggestion that 
these insulator proteins might have some structural roles in the nucleus.    
Since in some cases barrier activity and enhancer blocking are separated functions, 
barriers may have their own features. In haploid budding yeast, the HML and HMR loci are 
silenced regions repressing expression of the mating type genes. The silencing chromatin state in 




case of HMR is a transcribing tRNA gene (Donze and Kamakaka, 2001). That this barrier 
activity depends on transcription of the tRNA gene implies the possible role of chromatin 
features at a transcribing locus. One possibility is that the active histone modifications could 
compete with the spreading of repressive chromatin marks which is facilitated by recruitment of 
repressive histone modifying enzymes that mediate spreading of heterochromatin. This is 
supported by the observation that the histones at the HS4 site of chicken β-globin locus are 
highly acetylated and H3K4 methylated, and that USF1, the protein responsible for barrier 
activity of HS4, recruits enzymes catalyzing these modifications (Litt et al., 2001; Litt et al., 
2001; West et al., 2004). In addition, tethering and looping could also create a barrier as well as 
enhancer blocking activity. In experiments screening proteins with barrier activity in budding 
yeast, some nuclear pore proteins were identified, suggesting the potential tethering of domain 
barriers to nuclear pores (Ishii et al., 2002).  
BOUNDARY ELEMENT-ASSOCIATED FACTOR (BEAF) 
The BEAF proteins BEAF-32A and BEAF-32B, both with a predicted molecular weight 
of 32 kDa, were identified as the scs’ binding proteins. Encoded by a single gene, they share the 
same C-terminal protein interacting domain and middle domain, but have different N-terminal 
DNA binding domains, giving different DNA binding specificities.  
BEAF was purified from nuclear extracts by its binding to scs’ D subfragment. 
Footprinting and mutagenesis experiments showed that three copies of the motif CGATA are 
essential for BEAF binding and insulator function. These three CGATA motifs are arranged as a 
palindrome separated by 1 bp with the third copy 13 bp away. This cluster is on one edge of the 
200 bp nuclease resistant center of scs’. This binding specificity of nuclear BEAF is the same as 
BEAF-32B expressed in E.coli. Although BEAF-32A can also bind to the D fragment, it has 




nearly 50 bp. It seems that the nuclear BEAF purified using the D subfragment, though having 
the same binding specificity as 32B, is a heterocomplex of both 32B and 32A (possibly a trimer 
of two 32B and one 32A) formed through their identical C-terminal self-interacting domains. In 
addition to the high affinity BEAF binding site, there is another BEAF binding site with low 
affinity on the scs’ B fragment. This binding site is on the other side of the nuclease resistant 
center. It also has a palindromic pair of CGATA motifs, separated by 3 bp, with a third copy 15 
bp way. Binding of BEAF to this site is facilitated by its binding to the D site. The B fragment 
has no 32A binding motifs, and is not bound by 32A alone. Although still having insulator 
activity, the D fragment alone or a multimer of the BEAF binding site on the D fragment show 
much less enhancer blocking function than full-length scs’ in stably transfected cultured cells 
(Hart et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 1995).  
Present and highly conserved in all 12 species of Drosophila, obvious homology to the 
BEAF proteins has not been found in other organisms. Immunostaining of polytene 
chromosomes reveals hundreds to thousands of BEAF binding sites along chromosomes. They 
are mainly in interband regions, or near the borders between bands and interbands. By using 
antibodies specific to 32A and 32B, the binding patterns of 32A and 32B were found to be 
mostly overlapping, while some bands are enriched for 32A or 32B, reflecting their interactions 
with each other and their different binding specificities (Hart et al., 1997). 
Additional BEAF binding sites were identified by cloning genomic DNA that co-
immunoprecipitated with 32B. BE76, BE28, and BE51 were shown to be bound by BEAF in gel 
shift assays. All have clusters of CGATA motifs that are protected in footprinting assays. BE76 
and BE28 both showed insulator activity in transgene position-independent expression assay. 
BE76 is located upstream of the gene CG32676 and in the transcribed region of the gene 




haploid genome (Cuvier et al., 2002; Cuvier et al., 1998).  
In Drosophila embryos, BEAF is expressed ubiquitously and evenly in all stages. In 
addition, BEAF stays on mitotic chromosomes during the cell cycle (Hart et al., 1999). Two 
genetic tools have been used to investigate its functional roles. The first is the GAL4 driven 
expression of a dominant negative form, BID. BID has the BEAF C-terminal self-interacting 
domain, but lacks the DNA binding domain and part of the middle domain. Thus BID protein 
interacts with 32A and 32B to form complexes, and interferes with the DNA binding ability of 
the complex. Expressing BID in salivary glands results in disrupted polytene chromosome 
structure. This is rescued by a third copy of BEAF provided by a transgene. Expressing BID in 
eye imaginal discs leads to a rough eye phenotype, which is also observed in flies overexpressing 
32A in eye imaginal discs (Yamaguchi et al., 2001). For insulator function, expression of BID 
interferes with the ability of scs’ to function in position-independent expression and enhancer 
blocking assays with transgenes. This suggests that the BEAF complex is necessary for scs’ 
insulator function. In addition, BID expression enhances position-effect variegation (PEV) of the 
wm4h allele as well as of yellow transgenes inserted in pericentric heterochromatin regions. PEV 
is a measure of heterochromatin spreading from centromeric regions, and so is sensitive to 
mutations that affect chromatin. The effect on polytene chromosomes and PEV suggests BEAF 
influences chromatin structure or dynamics (Gilbert et al., 2006). 
The second genetic tool was to mutate the endogenous BEAF gene by homologous 
recombination. Flies homologous for the BEAFA-KO allele, in which only 32A is mutated, seem 
healthy without obvious defect, while the BEAFAB-KO homologous flies show severe phenotypes. 
The BEAFAB-KO flies can be rescued by a 32B transgene, but not a 32A transgene. This suggests 
that 32B is necessary and sufficient for fly development, 32A is not needed. Female BEAFAB-KO 




flies expressing BID in eye imaginal discs, BEAFAB-KO flies also have a rough eye phenotype. 
The structure of polytene chromosomes is more normal than in flies expressing BID, with only 
the X chromosome in male larva being disrupted. This is probably because the male X 
chromosome is more sensitive to disruption. For example, with an allelic series of JIL-1 
mutations weak alleles only affect the male X chromosome while strong alleles affect all 
chromosomes (Wang et al., 2001). This milder effect might reflect the remaining function of 
maternally contributed BEAF in BEAFAB-KO larvae. Female BEAFAB-KO flies also show obvious 
defects in oogenesis. As with BID expression, in BEAFAB-KO flies the position-independent 
expression of transgene and the enhancer blocking activity of scs’ are largely lost. BEAFAB-KO 
flies also have enhanced PEV of the wm4h gene and variegating y transgenes (Roy et al., 2007).   
As mentioned above, BEAF was shown to interact with the scs binding insulator protein 
Zw5 in vitro and in vivo. Their interaction at the 87A locus brings scs and scs’ together and is 
proposed to form a looped domain between them (Blanton et al., 2003). Another protein found 
interacting with BEAF is the protein D1. D1 is a chromosomal protein binding to AT-rich 
satellite repeats in the genome. It was found that D1 binds to a genomic AT-rich site flanking 
BE28 and close to the BEAF binding site. Moreover, BEAF and D1 can interact in vitro (Cuvier 
et al., 2002). The significance of this is unclear, as D1 and BEAF do not co-localize on polytene 
chromosomes.  
The other protein having a link to BEAF, though an indirect one, is DREF (DNA 
replication-related element-binding factor). DREF is a transcription factor regulating the cell 
cycle and proliferation, and is known to bind to the DRE sequence TATCGATA. Since this 
palindromic sequence has two overlapping CGATA motifs, it could be part of a BEAF binding 
site. One example is the BEAF binding fragment BE76. BE76 has clusters of CGATA motifs for 




demonstrated they compete for binding to BE76 (Hart et al., 1999). The first evidence for in vivo 
significance of this potential competition was recently published (Emberly et al., 2008). It was 
shown BEAF represses expression of genes with a DRE in the BEAF binding sites. These results 
also implied that DREF might win the competition when cells enter the cell cycle, activating the 
genes. 
In this thesis I attempt to examine the relationship between BEAF and chromatin by 
studying heat shock induced histone modifications at transgenic heat shock puff regions and the 
role of scs’ in blocking these histone modifications. I then constructed a genomic map of BEAF 
binding sites by ChIP-chip on Drosophila embryos. Analysis of the data links BEAF to promoter 
regions and to maintaining gene expression levels of associated genes. 
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THE ROLE OF INSULATORS IN BLOCKING THE SPREAD OF HISTONE 






















It has been long known that a brief 37ºC heat shock could cause puffing at particular loci 
on Drosophila polytene chromosomes in salivary glands. In salivary gland cells, the DNA 
strands in the nuclei replicate without separation, leading to chromosomes with over one 
thousand copies each of clustered and well aligned DNA strands. Puffs are regions of chromatin 
that are decondensed for high expression of activated genes such as hsp genes. The formation of 
heat shock puffs is dependent on transcription of hsp genes (Simon et al., 1985).  
One heat shock puff is at the 87A region on the third chromosome, where two divergently 
transcribed hsp70 genes are located. Upon heat shock, the puffed region extends beyond the 
hsp70 gene pair to neighboring regions, encompassing around 15 kb. Its two borders were 
localized to two sites with specialized chromatin structures, scs and scs’ (Udvardy et al., 1985). 
Scs and scs’ were found to have predicted insulator activities (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Kellum 
and Schedl, 1992). The protein Zw5 was found based on binding to scs, and BEAF-32 was found 
based on binding to scs’ (Gaszner et al., 1999; Udvardy et al., 1985; Zhao et al., 1995). 
Consistent with the looping model of insulator function and their position as borders of the 87A 
heat shock puff, these two proteins were found to interact with each other in vivo. This brings scs 
and scs’ together, forming a proposed domain loop of independent gene activity and chromatin 
structure (Blanton et al., 2003).  
In nucleosomes, histone proteins are differentially modified at particular amino acid 
positions, especially on their N-terminal tails which extend out of the nucleosomes. They not 
only in some cases interact with neighboring nucleosomes or DNA, but also provide binding 
specificity, based on their specific modifications, for proteins regulating chromatin structure and 
gene transcription. Different chromatin states have different histone modification features. 




different amino acid positions play roles as histone codes for specific epigenetic signals (Strahl 
and Allis, 2000; Turner, 2000). Although each modification could be recognized by distinct 
protein effectors, genome-wide mapping of different histone modifications also showed that 
some modifications tend to correlate with each other. For example, active genes were found to 
share histone marks, such as acetylation of histone H3 and H4 (H3K9, H3K14, H4K5, H4K12, 
etc) and methylation of H3K4 and H3K79 (Schubeler et al., 2004). These modifications loosen 
the chromatin structure and are specifically recognized by the domains of effecter proteins such 
as chromatin remodeling complexes and transcription activators. In constitutive heterochromatin, 
H3K9 and H4K20 are methylated. Methylated H3K9 is specifically bound by heterochromatin 
protein HP1, which in turn recruits the histone methyltransferase Su(var)3-9 (or its homologs) to 
methylate the neighboring nucleosome, in this way spreading the heterochromatin along the 
chromatin fiber (Bannister et al., 2001; Lachner et al., 2001).  
The barrier activity of insulators is thought to block the spreading of certain chromatin 
states. In the mating –type region of fission yeast, there is a repressive heterochromatic region 
(K-region). The borders bracketing this region from neighboring active regions on two sides 
were identified as two inverted repeats, IR-L and IR-R. Deletion of these two barriers led to 
spreading of the heterochromatin, featured as H3K9 methylation and association of protein Swi6 
(a homolog of HP1), into the neighboring regions (Noma et al., 2001). In the chicken β-globin 
locus, the insulator HS4 site is highly acetylated, separating the upstream heterochromatin from 
the downstream β-globin domain. During the erythropoietic stages in which the β-globin genes 
are repressed, both sides of the HS4 site are hypoacetylated at H3K9 and H3K14, and methylated 
at H3K9. During the stage in which β-globin genes express, the upstream side of HS4 remains 
heterochromatin, while the downstream β-globin domain becomes H3K14 and H3K9 




The histone modifications in the 87A heat shock puff were studied by immunostaining of 
polytene chromosomes by antibodies against specific modifications. It was reported that the 
main puffs formed after heat shock were highly phosphorylated at H3S10, while H3 and H4 
acetylation levels did not change (Nowak and Corces, 2000). The interpretation was that the 
active H3 and H4 acetylation marks were present because the hsp genes have paused pol II near 
their transcription start sites, and are poised for induction by heat shock. H3S10 phosphorylation, 
on the other hand, has been shown to occur during gene activation (for example, Cheung et al., 
2000; Mahadevan et al., 1991), and so did not appear until after the heat shock. Chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) on Drosophila embryos, however, found increased H3 acetylation 
only at the 5’ coding region of hsp70 genes after heat shock (Smith et al., 2004). ChIP on mouse 
fibroblast cells showed that the H3 acetylation level at hsp70 genes was undetectable both before 
and after heat shock, while H4 acetylation at the promoter region, but not the coding region, 
increased from a basal level after heat shock (Thomson et al., 2004). There is also the 
observation that poly(ADP-ribose) modification is required to obtain heat shock puff, although 
the identity of the modified protein was not determined (Tulin and Spradling, 2003).  
The insulator element scs’ is one of the borders of the 87A heat shock puff. If it plays a 
role in blocking puff spreading, we hypothesize that it might block certain heat shock-induced 
histone modifications at the hsp70 gene locus from spreading further. We made use of a 
transposon with both an hsp70 promoter and removable scs’ insulator. By chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIP), we studied the histone modifications in this transposon before and 
after heat shock to determine if the presence of scs’ blocks induced histone modifications. 
RESULTS 
If the scs’ insulator can block the spreading of certain histone modifications, then we 




either side of the scs’ element; second, the removal of scs’ should cause a shift in the position of 
the border. In order to test these two criteria, we used fly lines with a 20 Kb transposon 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. On the transposon there is an hsp70/lacZ fusion gene controlled by the 
hsp70 promoter so that its expression is heat shock inducible. Upstream is a mini-yellow gene 
with two copies of scs’ (2scs’) positioned between its body and wing enhancers and its promoter. 
The insulator can be removed by the Cre-lox system. It has been shown that two copies of scs’ 
have higher insulator activity than one copy (Kuhn et al., 2004; Kuhn et al., 2003). Its removal 
results in darker body and wing pigmentation, since its presence blocks the enhancers from 
activating the yellow gene promoter. Upstream of the yellow gene is a mini-white gene, which is 
responsible for red eye color and is used as a marker for the presence of the transposon. Different 
fly lines with different genomic integration sites of this transposon were used. 
Heat-shock induced puffing of these transposons was previously studied. While the size 
of the transgene puffs are variable due to different insertion sites of the transposon, some are 
comparable to the hsp70 endogenous heat shock puff at 87A (Kuhn et al., 2004). In situ 
hybridization experiments to the white gene on polytene chromosomes found that the white gene 
was within the heat shock puff, whether or not an insulator element was present (Kuhn et al., 
2004). This indicates that the insulator elements in the 5’ regulatory sequences of yellow do not 
define the edge of a heat shock puff in polytene chromosomes, although they do block enhancer-
promoter communication.  
ChIP was conducted on cross-linked and sonicated Drosophila embryos using antibodies 
against histone modifications of interest. Embryos were collected and aged from sister fly lines, 
with and without the 2scs’ insulator (removed by the Cre-lox system). Half of each embryo 
sample was then heat shocked, while the other half was used as a control without heat shock. To 




the ChIP DNA was amplified by primer pairs from selected sites along the transposon, four on 
each side of the 2scs’ location. To avoid interference by endogenous sequences, the primers were 
chosen so that they spanned cloning junctions between the transgenes and adjacent sequences. 
 
Figure 2.1 Scheme of the transposon. Three genes are on the transposon: hsp70/lacZ (black and 
blue); mini-yellow (yellow) and mini-white (white). The thick arrows represent transcribed 
regions and their directions. The thinner bars represent the regulatory and untranscribed regions. 
The red rectangular box is the inserted 2scs’. The vertical thin arrows indicate the positions of 
the primer pairs.  
 
We first conducted ChIP using antibodies against BEAF proteins. There are two BEAF 
proteins, BEAF-32A and BEAF-32B, derived from a single gene. They share the same C-
terminal self-interaction domain and middle domain, and have unique N-terminal DNA binding 
domains. Three antibodies, against the common domain (BEAF), 32A N-terminal domain (32A) 
and 32B N-terminal domain (32B), respectively, were used in ChIP experiments. To test the in 
vivo enrichment of BEAF associated regions in ChIP DNA, we designed four primer pairs from 
four genomic sites. Scs’ and BE76 were positive controls, while scs and act5C (actin5C 
promoter region) were netative controls (Cuvier et al., 1998; Hart et al., 1999; Hart et al., 1997). 
Scs is bound by Zw5, and it has been reported that Zw5 and BEAF interact (see above). This 
interaction can lead to a slight enrichment of scs in BEAF ChIPs. 
Quantitative PCR of the four genomic regions validates the antibodies for ChIP (Figure 
2.2). Sequences BEAF is known to bind to (scs’, BE76) are enriched about 60 fold over the 




interactions between BEAF and Zw5. Also, the 32A levels at scs and act5C seem similar.  
 
 
Figure 2.2 Quantitative PCR on ChIP DNA samples using BEAF, 32A and 32B antibodies. 
Enrichment in ChIP DNA is normalized by genomic DNA to eliminate the interference from 
different primer pair efficiencies. Levels on four sites were compared with that of scs’, which is 
set to a value of 1.  
 
2scs’ Does Not Block Heat Shock Induced Histone Modifications in Tested Transgenic 
Lines 
 
After validating the ChIP protocol, we went on to study histone modifications in the 
transposon using transgenic line 232 (Δ)2scs’, which after heat shock gave a large puff on 
polytene chromosomes at the transgenic locus. We initially assayed for H3 and H4 acetylations, 
because these modifications are marks for active chromatin and occur at active genes. We used 
several antibodies against different acetylated histone amino acids. We hypothesized that in the 
embryos without heat shock treatment, the acetylation levels across the transposon might be at a 
low level. After heat shock, high levels of acetylation might originate from the hsp70 promoter 
and spread if the decondensed chromatin of an induced puff correlates with a high level of 


























H4 hyper-acetylation. If acetylation spreads over the entire region, it might be blocked by the 
2scs’ site, while in the absence of 2scs’ the acetylation would spread further into white. H3K14, 
one of the major acetylated sites, was first tested.  
The 232 Δ2scs’ line has no insulator, and it was observed that the H3K14 acetylation 
increased across the whole transposon region after the heat shock (Figure 2.3A). In 232 2scs’ 
flies with the insulator around 3 Kb upstream of the hsp70 promoter, a similar increased H3K14 
acetylation pattern across the whole region was observed (Figure 2.3B). This indicates that heat 
shock induction leads to a higher level of H3K14 acetylation and the modification spreads into 
neighboring regions. However, the spreading of the H3K14 acetylation was not blocked by the 
2scs’ insulator.  
We then tested the same modification using two other lines, 177-2 and 3. These two 
transgenic lines also give large heat shock puffs. Using flies without the insulator for both 177-2 
and 3, however, we found that heat shock did not increase H3K14 acetylation levels in the 
transposon region (Figure 2.4A, B). In both lines, the modification levels in heat shocked sample 
and the control sample were comparable, without obvious difference. One possible explanation 
to the difference is that different transgenic loci have different chromatin environments. The 
transposon insertion sites in line 177-2 and line 3 might already have elevated H3K14 acetylation 
levels.  
We next looked at general histone H4 acetylation. Using line 232, we observed similar 
results in transposons with or without 2scs’. After heat shock, the hsp70 promoter had an 
obviously increased H4 acetylation level. However, this increase seemed limited to the promoter 
region and did not spread to the 2scs’ site. The modification in the heat shocked sample is at a 
similar level as in the sample without heat shock (Figure 2.5A, B). In the cases of line 177-2 and 
















Figure 2.3 H3K14 acetylation in line 232 Δ2scs’ (A) and 232 2scs’ (B). ChIP on embryos with 
and without heat shock treatment were conducted together. The same amount of chromatin was 
used, and the same fraction of each ChIP DNA was used in quantitative PCR. The Y axis is the 
enrichment of the target sequence in ChIP DNA, normalized by input genomic DNA. The X axis 

















































Figure 2.4 H3K14 acetylation in line 177-2 (A) and 3 (B). Samples for both lines are without 
insulator elements.  
 
lines, the control sample also has elevated H4 acetylation at the same region compared with other 
sites on the transpson (Figure 2.5C, D). On one hand, this is consistent with the speculation that 










































two lines are in a more active chromatin environment. On the other hand, the fact that the hsp70 
promoter region has a higher level of background modification is reasonable considering that 
hsp70 has a paused pol II at its promoter (Giardina et al., 1992; Rasmussen and Lis, 1993). It 
also suggests differences between patterns of H3K14 acetylation and H4 acetylation. H3K14 
acetylation seems to be a spreading modification, while H4 acetylation is limited to the promoter 
regions. This is not only after gene induction, since the non-heat shocked level in line 177-2 and 
line 3 also showed a similar pattern. Still, H4 acetylation level did not spread to the lox site in 








Figure 2.5 H4 acetylation in 232 Δ2scs’ (A), 232 2scs’ (B), 177-2 Δ2scs’ (C), and 3 Δgypsy (D).                     

















































Another major active histone modification, H3K9 acetylation, was also examined using 
line 232 and line 177-2. The result showed that it had a similar pattern as H4, increasing after 
heat shock only in the hsp70 promoter region (Figure 2.6A, B). The same is also true for H4K16 
acetylation, which was tested only in line 177-2. H4K16 acetylation is a modification that 











































After heat shock, its level increased only in the hsp70 promoter region (Figure 2.6C). 
Therefore, general H4 acetylation, H3K9 acetylation and H4K16 acetylation showed the similar 
patterns in background as well as heat shock condition, and are different from H3K14 acetylation. 
Because they don’t spread far enough, they could not be used to test the barrier activity of our 
2scs’ insulator element. 
A drastic increase of H3S10 phosphorylation at heat shock puffs has been reported 
(Nowak and Corces, 2000). Therefore we used the antibody against phosphorylated H3S10 to 








Figure 2.6 H3K9 acetylation in 232 2scs’ (A) and 177-2 Δ2scs’ (B), and H4K16 acetylation in 














































any of the three lines (Figure 2.7A-C). In line 177-2 and line 3, we even detected lower 
modification levels after heat shock. The contradiction between our result and previous report 
could have several explanations. First, there might be difference between polytene chromosomes 
and diploid embryo chromatin. Second, our antibody might not work well. To test this we 
changed to another antibody against phosphorylated H3S10, and saw similar results as with the 
previous antibody (Figure 2.7D). Third, there is a report indicating that the heat shock puffs on 
polytene chromosomes are actually not H3S10 phosphorylated, and that the puffing and 
transcription of hsp70 gene are not affected by either the lack of H3S10 phosphorylation, or the 
absence of its catalyzing enzyme JIL-1 (Cai et al., 2008).   
We also tested different histone methylations. H3K4 methylation is a well known active 
histone mark. Lysine can be mono-, di-, or tri-methylated. Here we used antibodies that 




































Figure 2.7 H3S10 phosphorylation on 232 Δ2scs’ (A), 177-2 Δ2scs’ (B), 3 Δgypsy (C), and a 



































































None of the three fly lines showed a difference in H3K4 dimethylation after heat shock 
(Figure 2.8A-D). When we changed to another antibody against mono/di/tri-methylation, we still 
failed to detect any difference (Figure 2.8E). We conclude that H3K4 dimethylation, and 
probably H3K4 trimethylation, is not changed by hsp70 induction. One possible reason for this 
may be that the chromatin structure is already open even before heat shock. Perhaps recruitment 
of Pol II is accompanied by H3K4 methylation. There has been no report of changes in H3K4 
methylations levels in polytene heat shock puffs.  
H3K9 methylation and H3K27 methylation are both marks for repressive chromatin 
states, enriched in constitutive heterochromatin and facultative heterochromatin, respectively. 
We first looked at H3K27 methylation, which is associated with gene repression by Polycomb 
group proteins (Kirmizis et al., 2004; Min et al., 2003). We used an antibody which could detect 


































Figure 2.8 H3K4 dimethylation on 232 Δ2scs’ (A), 232 2scs’ (B), 177-2 Δ2scs’ (C), 3 Δgypsy 







































































transposon after heat shock in all three lines (Figure 2.9A-C). This decrease probably reflects the 
more open chromatin state in the whole region after heat shock. The presence of a 2scs’ insulator 
in line 232 had no effect on this decrease. We also tested H3K9 trimethylation on line 3. As 
mentioned above, H3K9 methylation is associated with gene repression by HP1. We detected no 























































Figure 2.9 H3K27 di/tri-methylation on 232 2scs’ (A), 177-2 Δ2scs’ (B), 3 Δgypsy (C); and 




































































As mentioned above, poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation was detected in heat shock puffs and 
shown to be essential for the puffing. Our ChIP assay on line 232 and 3, however, did not show a 



















































Heat Shock Induces Strong Transcription of Transgenic Hsp70-LacZ 
  
Most modifications we tested either showed no change or only localized changes at the 
hsp70 promoter after heat shock. They did not spread throughout the heat shock puff. We 
checked the heat shock induction of gene expression in our embryos. We performed RT-PCR to 
detect mRNA levels of the three genes in the transposon both before and after heat shocking the 
embryos. To avoid interference from endogenous hsp genes, we designed primers in the lacZ 
region. Both 232 2scs’ and 232 Δ2scs’ lines were tested. After heat shock, hsp-lacZ mRNA had a 
dramatic increase, showing that the hsp70 promoter had been activated and the hsp70-lazZ gene 
was highly transcribed. The yellow and white genes did not show obvious changes in 
transcription levels after the heat shock (Figure 2.11).  
Endogenous Scs’ Does Not Block Tested Histone Modifications after Heat Shock 

























Figure 2.11 Quantitative RT-RCR on embryo shows induction of hsp-lacZ gene. Embryos are 
from line 232 (2scs’ and Δ2scs’). The mRNA levels from different samples were standardized by 
18S rRNA level.  
 
after heat shock. In fact, many histone modifications did not spread. This is in contrast to the 
puffing chromatin structure observed on polytene chromosomes. We decided to assay the histone 
modifications at the endogenous hsp70 locus, and determine if the endogenous scs’ blocks any 
spreading modification. We designed three sets of primers. One is around 1 kb upstream of the 
endogenous scs’; one is at scs’; and one is around 1 kb downstream of scs’. Three modifications, 
H3K14 acetylation, H4 acetylation and H3K4 dimethylation, were tested by ChIP on control and 
heat shocked embryo samples. Similar to our results with the transposon, we found that H3K14, 
after heat shock, increased across the scs’ site (Figure 2.12A), while H4 acetylation only 
increased at the upstream site, but not at the scs’ or downstream sites (Figure 2.12B). Although 
the failure of H4 acetylation to spread to the scs’ site is consistent with the pattern we found with 
the transposon, it appears to spread farther, since the “upstream site” is only 1 kb away from scs’. 
The fact that the scs’ site has no increased H4 acetylation prevents us from concluding that scs’ 


























after heat shock (Figure 2.12C). It seems that scs’ has no role in blocking these three histone 









Figure 2.12 Histone modifications at the endogenous scs’ region. “UP” is a site around 1 kb 
upstream of scs’, “SCS’” is on the scs’ site, “DOWN” is a site around 1 kb downstream of scs’. 
ChIP was conducted on control and heat shocked embryos of line 3 Δgypsy. Three modifications, 
H3K14 acetylation (A), H4 acetylation (B) and H3K4 dimethylation (C) were examined.  
 

















































Scs and scs’ were identified as the boundaries bracketing the 87A heat shock puff in 
polytene chromosomes. The formation of puffs, with decondensed chromatin structure, is 
dependent on the induction of gene transcription. Since both scs and scs’ were confirmed to have 
insulator activity, it was hypothesized that scs and scs’ would block spreading of the heat shock 
puff (Udvardy et al., 1985). However, not all observations are consistent with this model. A more 
recent exploration also by in situ hybridization showed that scs and scs’ were both within the 
heat shock puff, instead of at the boundaries (Kuhn et al., 2004). This contradiction could be due 
to different extent of resolution (Novikov et al., 2007). Recent support for scs and scs’ as 
boundaries of this heat shock domain is from the study of nucleosome eviction after heat shock. 
After heat shock, the nucleosome density in the hsp70 locus immediately decreases in a 
transcription independent manner. This nucleosome eviction spreads rapidly from the hsp70 
promoters and stops at scs and scs’. Adding the fact that scs and scs’ are brought together by 

























(Petesch and Lis, 2008).   
We hypothesized that if scs’ acts as a barrier to the spreading of the decondensed 
chromatin structure of a heat shock puff, specific histone modifications should vary on either 
side. We also hypothesized that the removal of insulator could allow the histone modifications to 
spread further after heat shock. We used fly lines carrying a transposon on which there is an 
hsp70 promoter controlling a fusion gene, together with a removable 2scs’ insulator element 
around 3 Kb upstream. Histone modifications on both sides of the insulator element (or the 
removed site) were detected by ChIP. 
The results for different histone modifications can be categorized into three groups. The 
first includes increased H3K14 acetylation and decreased H3K27 methylation. The changes of 
these two modifications occur across the whole transposon, and are not blocked by the presence 
of 2scs’. The second group includes H4 acetylation, H3K9 acetylation and H4K16 acetylation. 
The levels of these modifications increase after heat shock, but only in the hsp70 promoter 
region. The third group includes those without change after heat shock. They are H3K4 
methylation, H3S10 phosphorylation, H3K9 trimethylation and poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation. In 
addition, different transgenic lines have different background levels of certain modifications.  
Most modifications tested did not appear to spread. When spreading was detected, scs’ 
did not block it. Therefore we found no evidence that the scs’ plays a role in limiting the extent 
of heat shock puffing in polytene chromosomes. One explanation for our results could be the 
difference between polytene chromosome and diploid chromatin. As mentioned above, 
immunostaining of H3 and H4 acetylation detected no increase at the heat shock puff compared 
with before heat shock, while ChIP experiments on Drosophila embryo and mouse fibroblast 
cells detected different extents of increases in H3 or H4 acetylations (Nowak and Corces, 2000; 




heat shock locus? Are their roles as boundaries limited to polytene chromosome heat shock puffs? 
Since there are varying reports on whether scs and scs’ are actual boundaries of the puff, and that 
chromatin state, especially histone modifications, in polytene chromosome and in normal diploid 
nucleus might be different, there is so far not enough evidence suggesting any special roles. 
However both scs and scs’ contain promoters. This could account for their insulator activity in 
transgene assays, and for their blocking nucleosome eviction after heat shock at the 87A hsp70 
locus.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Embryo Collection and Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)  
The detailed protocol is from Cavalli et al. (Cavalli, 1999) Fly embryos were collected 
from population cages. After 14 hours of laying period, the embryos were collected and aged for 
2 hours at room temperature. Heat shock samples were then treated with 37ºC for 30 minutes; the 
control sample was at room temperature. The embryos were dechorianated in 3% NaOCl for 2-3 
minutes. Dechorianated embryos were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ºC.  
For ChIP, the thawed embryo samples were cross-linked with 1.8% formaldehyde in the 
presence of n-heptane for 10 minutes while shaking at room temperature, and were stopped by 
0.125 M glycine in 50 mL PBS with 0.01% Triton. After sedimenting, the embryos were washed 
in 15 mL wash solution A (10 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 10 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 
8.0, 0.25% Triton X-100), sedimented, solution A was removed, and 15 mL wash solution B was 
added (10 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 8.0, 
0.01% Triton X-100). Next the embryo samples were added to sonication buffer (10 mM HEPES 
pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 8.0) to a total volume of 4 mL, then 0.5 mm 
acid washed glass beads were added to a total volume of 5 mL. The embryos were sonicated to 




Sarkosyl was added to a final concentration of 0.5%. The solution was centrifuged at full speed 
(13,000 rpm) for 5 min and the supernatant was collected. Before freezing, a small aliquot of the 
fragmented chromatin sample was treated with RNaseA and proteinase K and checked for DNA 
size and concentration.  
Each ChIP reaction used 30 µg chromatin. The chromatin was adjusted to RIPA buffer 
condition by sequentially adding 1/5 volume of each of the following: 10% Triton X-100; 1% 
sodium deoxycholate; 1% SDS; 1.4 M NaCl, with rotation for 2 min at 4 ºC between the 
additions. Finally 1/50 volume (of the original chromatin volume) of 100 mM PMSF was added. 
Then the sample was centrifuged at 4 ºC for 10 min to eliminate the precipitate. The Protein A 
Sepharose beads were settled, the ethanol supernatant was removed, and 1 mL RIPA buffer (140 
mM NaCl; 10 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0; 1 mM EDTA; 1% Triton X-100; 1% SDS; 1% sodium 
deoxycholate) was added and rotated 30 min at 4 ºC before pipetting out most of the supernatant 
to leave the beads in 1:1 volume RIPA buffer. 20 µL well mixed PAS solution (containing 10 µL 
beads) was added to each chromatin sample and rotated at 4 ºC for 1 hour. After brief 
centrifugation and transferring the supernatant to new tubes, the antibody was added and rotated 
at 4 ºC overnight. Another 20 µL well mixed PAS solution (containing 10 µL beads) was added 
to the sample and rotated at 4 ºC for 3 hours. Then the beads were washed five times by adding 1 
mL of RIPA buffer (1/100 volume of 100 mM PMSF was added right before using), one time by 
adding 4 ºC LiCl buffer (250 mM LiCl; 10 mM  Tris-HCl pH8.0; 1 mM EDTA; 0.5% NP-40; 0.5% 
sodium deoxycholate), and two times by adding 4ºC  TE. Between the washes the samples were 
rotated at 4 ºC for 10 min before brief centrifugation and complete removal of supernatant. The 
washed beads had 100 µL TE added and were treated with 50 µg/ml RNase A at 37 ºC for 30 
min. Then SDS was added to 0.5% and proteinase K was added to 0.5 mg/mL. Samples were 




extracted, with one back-extraction of the lower phase by adding an equal volume of 50 mM 
Tris-HCl pH8.0. The aqueous phases were combined, 20 µg linear acrylamide was added as 
carrier. DNA was ethanol precipitated (stored at -20 ºC for 1 hour before centrifuging), and 
dissolved in 60 µL H2O. 
 Quantitative PCR  
Each PCR reaction used 1/60 of the ChIP DNA. For different ChIP samples, the same 
amount of genomic input DNA recovered from each chromatin sample was used for 
normalization. SYBR Green was used as the fluorescent dye detecting double strand DNA. 
Reaction volumes were 20 µL, with 1 µL DNA, 100 nM of each primer pair, 200 nM of dNTP 
mix, 1 µL 1/1000 diluted SYBR Green, Taq DNA polymerase (1 unit), buffer and MgCl (total 
Mg2+ concentration is 3 mM). The reactions undergo 40 cycles (30 seconds of 94 ºC, 55 ºC and 
72 ºC) in an ABI PRISM 7000 system. The enrichment of each primer pair position in ChIP 
DNA was calculated as the ratio of ChIP DNA to genomic DNA.  
RNA Collection and RT-PCR 
RNA was extracted from heat shocked and control embryos using TRIzol reagent 
(Invitrogen). 50-100 mg thawed embryos were added to 1 mL Trizol solution and were 
homogenized. After staying at room temperature for 5 min, 200 µL chloroform was added and 
shaken vigorously for 15 seconds. After being at room temperature for 2-3 min, samples were 
centrifuged at 12000 g for 15 min at 4 ºC. The aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube and 
500 µL isopropanol was added. After 10 min at room temperature samples were centrifuged at 
12000 g for 10 min at 4 ºC. After removing the supernatant, the pellet was washed with 1 mL 70% 
ethanol and centrifuged at 7200 g for 5 min at 4 ºC. After drying, the pellet was dissolved in 20 
mL H2O and placed at 55-60 ºC for 10 min. The RNA samples were stored at -80 ºC. Superscript 




samples were normalized by the level of 18S rRNA. For first strand synthesis, 1 µL of 2 µM 
gene specific primers were added for tested genes as well as 18S; 1 µL RNA (2-3 µg); 1 µL 10 
mM dNTP mix; H2O to total volume of 14 µL. Samples were heated at 65 ºC for 5 min and 
placed on ice for several minutes. After brief centrifugation, 4 µL 5× buffer was added together 
with 1 µL 0.1 M DTT and 1 µL SuperScript III RT (200 units/)µL. Samples were incubated at 55 
ºC for 30-60 min and 85 ºC for 5 min. 1 µL of the product was used in each quantitative PCR 
(described above). The mRNA levels of each tested gene in the heat shocked sample and non-
heat shock sample were compared after normalization of each sample by 18S levels. 
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GENOME-WIDE IDENTIFICATION OF BEAF BINDING SITES BY SEQUENCE TAG 





















Insulators are DNA elements which have one or both of two properties: 1) being able to 
block an enhancer from activating a promoter if positioned between the enhancer and promoter; 
2) being able to block the spread of certain chromatin states. The function of insulators is carried 
out by their specific associated insulator proteins. A number of insulator proteins, in various 
organisms, have been identified from insulators which they specifically bind. For instance, in 
Drosophila, the protein su(Hw) binds to an insulator element in the retrotransposon gypsy, 
responsible (together with other proteins it associates with) for the insulator activity of gypsy 
(Geyer and Corces, 1992). Another insulator protein CTCF is the major known insulator protein 
in vertebrates, although it is one of several known insulator proteins in Drosophila. Its role as an 
insulator protein was first identified from the 5’HS4 insulator element upstream of the chicken β-
globin locus, which CTCF binds to and gives enhancer blocking activity (Bell et al., 1999). The 
BEAF proteins, BEAF-32A and BEAF-32B, are two proteins derived from a single gene. BEAF 
associates with scs’, an insulator element first identified as the boundary of the 87A heat shock 
puff on Drosophila polytene chromosomes (Udvardy et al., 1985; Zhao et al., 1995). The 
boundary on the other side of the puff, scs, is bound by the insulator protein Zw5 (Gaszner et al., 
1999). Insulator proteins are thought to function genome-wide and divide the chromatin fiber 
into domains of independent gene regulation. In Drosophila, polytene chromosome 
immunostaining showed hundreds of bands for su(Hw) (and its associated proteins) and BEAF, 
and ChIP-chip assays have identified dozens of su(Hw) and CTCF binding sites in parts of the 
genome (Adryan et al., 2007; Capelson and Corces, 2005; Holohan et al., 2007; Pai et al., 2004; 
Zhao et al., 1995). In human, ChIP-chip and Chip-seq assays identified thousands of CTCF 
binding sites (Cuddapah et al., 2009; Holohan et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2007).    




middle domain, and each has a unique N-terminal DNA binding domain. Immunostaining on 
polytene chromosomes using antibodies against the N-terminal domains of 32A and 32B showed 
that the proteins both overlap and have 32A or 32B unique bands (Hart et al., 1997). In addition 
to scs’, which is bound by both 32A and 32B, several other BEAF binding sites have been 
identified. BE76, located inside the gene raspberry and upstream of gene CG32676, is bound by 
both 32A and 32B. BE28, a sequence with hundreds of copies in the Drosophila genome, as well 
as BE51, were also identified as BEAF binding sites. Position independent expression assays 
showed that both BE76 and BE28 have insulator activity (Cuvier et al., 1998).    
Examining these BEAF binding sites identified the 5 bp motif, CGATA. However, no 
consensus for the organization of these motifs in a binding site emerged. One complication is 
that BEAF binds DNA as a complex through interactions in its C-terminal domain. The scs’ 
binding site for both 32A and 32B has been studied by footprinting assays. It was revealed that 
within the scs’ element, which is around 500 bp long, there are two regions protected by BEAF 
proteins purified from nuclear extract: one bound by BEAF with a high affinity, and the other 
with a low affinity. The high affinity binding site contains three copies of the CGATA motif. 
Two copies are separated by 1 bp with opposite orientations, and the third copy is 13 bp away. 
The low affinity site also contains three CGATA motifs, but the inverted repeat is separated by 3 
bp, and the third copy is 15 bp away. Mutation and modification experiments showed that these 
CGATA motifs are essential for BEAF binding, and are required for the insulator function of 
scs’. Binding by nuclear BEAF is similar to bacterially expressed 32B, although experiments 
suggested that the scs’-binding nuclear BEAF is a complex of both 32B and 32A. 32A alone, on 
the other hand, binds scs’ differently. Footprinting assays showed that it binds two copies of a 
CGTGA motif separated by around 50 bp. This difference in binding specificity is due to their 




BE76, BE28 and BE51 all contain CGATA motifs, but with different numbers, spacing 
and orientations. For example, BE51 has four tightly clustered CGATA motifs in the same 
direction. This variation of motif clusters in different BEAF binding sites makes it a challenge to 
identify other genomic BEAF binding sites based on a consensus sequence.  
In order to identify more BEAF binding sites in the Drosophila genome, we conducted 
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) on Drosophila embryos using an antibody against BEAF. 
Then we used the sequence tag analysis of genomic enrichment (STAGE) protocol (Kim et al., 
2005) to clone the ChIP DNA fragments into plasmids for DNA sequencing. We obtained 
thousands of DNA tags from BEAF ChIP DNA. Genomic sites with more than one tag 
occurrence were identified, and dozens of them have been validated by PCR amplification.  
RESULTS 
The BEAF ChIP DNA, confirmed by PCR amplification of control sites (positive 
controls: scs’, BE76; negative controls: scs, act5C), as well as genomic DNA, were both 
amplified using a degenerate primer, followed by further amplification using biotinylated 
primers (for genomic DNA) and unbiotinylated primers (for ChIP DNA). Then the two samples 
were hybridized, with the genomic DNA immobilized by the streptavidin beads. The supernatant 
ChIP DNA, with reduced background level due to annealing with immobilized genomic DNA, 
was confirmed by PCR amplification of control sites again and was used for the following steps. 
It was amplified with biotinylated primers, digested with the restriction enzyme NlaIII, which 
specifically cleaves at CATG sequences, and incubated with streptavidin beads. Two linkers (L1 
and L2), each with an NlaIII sticky end and near this end a recognition site for MmaI, were 
ligated to the sequences on beads. After ligation, MmaI was added for digestion. MmaI 
recognizes its site on linker DNA, but cleaves around 20 bp away in the ChIP DNA. The 




amplified using two primers, each annealing to one of the linkers. The products after 
amplification are called “ditags”. Each ditag consists of two ligated 21 bp long ChIP DNA 
sequences, bracketed by L1and L2 linkers. The ditags were then digested by NlaIII, which 
cleaves off L1 and L2 linkers from the two ends. The resulting fragments were ligated together 
to form long concatemers. We isolated the longer concatemers with lengths of 500-1000 bp from 
an agarose gel. The concatemers were cloned into p-Zero2 plasmid, which was transformed into 
Top10 E.coli cells. Plasmids without an insert synthesize a toxic protein. Clones with inserted 
concatemer were sequenced. The acquired concatemer sequences were positioned in the 
Drosophila genome using BLAST (www.flybase.org, Drosophila genome Release 4). The 
position of each 21 bp tag on chromosomal arms was recorded.  
Analysis of Tags and Multi-tag Regions 
A total of 101 clones were sequenced, with 3584 valid tag sequences. Among them 545 
tags did not match known Drosophila genome sequences. Many are likely heterochromatin 
regions. Another 514 tags matched to repetitive transposable elements. This left 2525 tags with a 
unique match in the genome (Table 3.1A). Since each tag sequence is from an NlaIII site on 
ChIP fragments, the distance between a tag sequence and a putative BEAF binding site should be 
within the average size of the ChIP DNA fragments. Our ChIP DNA had an average size of 1.0-
1.2 kb, therefore the possible BEAF binding site could be over 1 kb away from the tag sequence 
position. To analyze the sequences of the tag targeted regions, for each tag position we took a 3 
kb sequence. This included 1.5 kb upstream and 1.5 kb downstream. We first analyzed these tag 
hit regions for clusters of CGATA (or CGTGA) motifs as potential BEAF binding sites.  
Based on the motifs from the known 32B and 32A binding sites, we set arbitrary criteria 
for potential 32A and 32B binding sites. The criterion for a 32A binding site was at least two 




of CGATA/TATCG motifs within 100 bp.  
Among the 2525 single matching tags, 66 tags were matched to sequenced 
heterochromatin, and 58 were matched on chromosome U (unknown). The sequence surrounding 
 
Table 3.1 Tag hit sequences in the Drosophila genome 
(A) 3584 tags from 101 clones blasted on genome sequence 
Location Number of tags Percentage 
Chr 2L 466 13.0% 
Chr 2R 465 13.0% 
Chr 3L 462 12.9% 
Chr 3R 579 16.2% 
Chr X 407 11.4% 
Chr 4 22 0.6% 
Known het.chr. 66 1.8% 
Chr U (unknown) 58 1.6% 
Transposable elements 514 14.3% 
No match in database 545 15.2% 
Total 3584 100% 
(B) 32A and 32B motifs on 3 kb regions centered on the tags  
 
Number of tags Percentage 
Potential 32A site 269 11.2% 
Potential 32B site 317 13.2% 
Both 32A and 32B sites 53 2.2% 
No potential BEAF site 1762 73.4% 
Total 2401 100% 




these tag positions were not available for analysis. We analyzed the remaining 2401 tags. In 
nearly 3/4 of these sequences, we did not find our defined 32A or 32B sites. Only 11.2% of the 
tag regions have 32A sites, and 13.2% have 32B sites, another 2.2% have both 32A and 32B 
sites (Table 3.1B).  
We next focused on the regions with more than one tag hit. Since many of the tags we 
sequenced could be from the background DNA in the ChIP sample, the regions with more tag 
hits would more likely be the bona fide sequences enriched in ChIP DNA. We aligned all our 
2525 tag positions on chromosomes, and listed the 3 kb regions which contain more than one tag 
hit. We found 235 of multi-hit regions in the genome: 185 regions with two hits; 32 regions with 
3 hits; 13 regions with four hits; and 1 region each with five, six or seven hits. There was one 
region with 15 tag occurrences and another with 42 occurrences. The former is the histone gene 
clusters; the latter is in the gene CG33300, a gene with a repeating sequence. Scs’ is among the 
regions with four tag occurrences, while BE76 had only one tag hit. For potential BEAF sites of 
each region, we took the average position of the multiple tags, and searched for motifs from 1 kb 
upstream of this average position to 1 kb downstream. Using the criterion described above, we 
found 8.2% of the regions with potential 32A site, 21.8% with 32B site, and an additional 2.7% 
with both 32A and 32B sites. Still, two thirds of the regions did not have either site. The 
sequences around the regions on chromosome U and heterochromatin were not available for 
analysis. A complete list of the 235 regions is in the Appendix A.  
PCR Validation of STAGE Regions  
For validation as genomic BEAF binding sites, we selected over 60 regions for PCR 
amplification in ChIP DNA. These regions include all multi-tag regions on chromosomal arm 2L, 
some multi-tag regions on other chromosomal arms, as well as some single-tag regions with 




Table 3.2 The 3 kb regions with more than one tag occurrences 

















(B) Analysis for potential 32A and 32B sites in these regions. 
 
Number of regions Percentage 
Potential 32A sites 18 8.2% 
Potential 32B sites 48 21.8% 
Both 32A and 32B sites 6 2.7% 
No potential BEAF sites 148 67.3% 
Total 220 100% 
2 kb sequences, 1 kb upstream and downstream of the average position of the multiple tags in the 
region, were used for analysis. 32A site: 2 CGTGA/TCACG in 60 bp; 32B site: 3 
CGATA/TATCG in 100 bp. 
 
using antibody against the common domain of 32A and 32B, and therefore were unable to 
differentiate 32A or 32B binding, we separately used 32A ChIP DNA, 32B ChIP DNA and 
BEAF ChIP DNA for PCR validation. This would allow specific binding by 32A or 32B to be 
identified. Because only a small fraction of our tag regions contain potential 32A or 32B sites, 
we were also interested in relationship between BEAF binding and our defined potential sites. 




Table 3.3 PCR validation of tag regions from STAGE 
(A) Categorization of regions tested in 32A and 32B ChIP DNA by presence of 32A and 
32B potential sites. 
 PCR result A Site B Site A&B Sites No Site Total 
32A 
ChIP 
+/+- 3 14 3 19 39 
– 4 2 1 18 25 
32B 
ChIP 
+/+- 4 15 4 18 41 
– 3 1 0 19 23 
(B) Correlation of PCR result using 32A ChIP and 32B ChIP DNA. 
 B + (41) B – (23) 
A + (39) 36 3 
A – (25) 5 20 
Scs’ was used as positive control, act5C as negative control, and scs as weak signal by indirect 
BEAF binding. Genomic DNA was used as comparison.  
 
In our selected regions, 39 out of 64 gave positive PCR results (strong or weak) in 32A 
ChIP DNA, while 41 out of 64 were positive in 32B ChIP DNA (Table 3.3A). Among the 39 
regions positive for 32A, half lack both 32A or 32B potential sites, 14 have a 32B site, only 3 
have a 32A site, and 3 have both 32A and 32B sites. Most 32A negative regions lack potential 
sites. Among the 41 32B positive regions, 15 have a 32B site, 4 have a 32A site, 4 have both 32A 
and 32B sites, and 18 lack both sites. Most 32B negative regions have no potential site, as was 
found for 32A negative regions. This result suggests that the identified STAGE regions have a 
significant background of negative tags, supposedly due to the inevitable background DNA in 
ChIP samples. In addition, the positive regions do not necessarily contain the 32A or 32B motifs 
which were deduced from a small number of previously identified BEAF binding sites. We also 
find that, as Table 3.3B shows, 36 regions are positive for both 32A and 32B, while 20 regions 




suggests 32A and 32B overlap in most of the positive regions.  
Gel Shift Assay on STAGE Regions Reveals Complexity of BEAF Binding 
In previous studies of scs’, it was demonstrated that clustered CGATA motifs were bound 
by 32B and essential for its binding (see above). The identification of BEAF binding regions 
without these clustered motifs led us to investigate the in vitro binding of BEAF to these regions 
by electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). We selected newly identified regions with or 
without potential sites and incubated them with bacterially expressed 32A, or 32B, or affinity 
purified BEAF from Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts. The D fragment of scs’, which has the 
high affinity BEAF binding site mentioned above, was used as a positive control. Figure 3.1 
shows results for some of the fragments tested. The result of tested 28 regions is included in 
Table 4.2 in Chapter 4.  
As the result shows, none of the tested fragments could be shifted by 32A. On the other 
hand, some of them could be shifted by 32B and BEAF from nuclear extract even though they 
lack predicted sites (for example, fragments 1, 3, 5 in Figure 3.1). On the other hand, some 
fragments with potential 32B sites could not be shifted by any source of BEAF proteins (one 
example is fragment 8 in Figure 3.1). The results suggest that our 32B site definition does not 
apply to all 32B binding regions. However, we also found that fragments with strong shifts tend 
to have more CGATA motifs, and that most of the shifted fragments without predicted 32B sites 
do have one or two copies of CGATA. This indicates that the CGATA motif does play a role in 
BEAF binding. The fact that fragments from some validated BEAF binding regions did not shift 
in our assay could be explained by two possibilities. The first is that the fragment we used in the 
assay might not be the sequence in this region responsible for (high affinity) BEAF binding. The 






Figure 3.1 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) test for direct DNA binding by BEAF. 
Radio-labeled DNA generated by PCR were incubated with 32A or 32B expressed in E. coli or 
BEAF purified from Drosophila embryo nuclear extract. DNA 1,2,3,5: no potential  binding 
motif, DNA 6-8: with potential 32B binding motif, DNA 4: site not enriched in ChIP. 
 
None of these fragments have predicted 32A sites, although they were validated to be 
enriched in both 32A and 32B ChIP DNA. The finding that none of them could be shifted by 
32A in EMSAs suggests that the presence of 32A in these genomic regions might depend on 32B 
binding, probably through forming complexes by C-terminal domain interactions.   
A Comparison between STAGE Data and ChIP-chip Peaks 
We suspected that many of our regions identified by STAGE were from background 
DNA in the ChIP. To evaluate this, we compared our STAGE data with sites identified by ChIP-




peaks showed that only 30-40% of the regions with at least one tag occurrence have a nearby 
BEAF peak (within 1 kb, considering the resolution of both STAGE and ChIP-chip). If, instead 
of all tag regions, we only use the regions with more than one tag occurrence (the 235 regions 
indicated in Table 3.2A) for comparison, the percentage of overlap between STAGE and ChIP-
chip increases to 60-70%. Over 80% of the regions with more than two tags, and over 90% of 
regions with more than three tags, overlap with ChIP-chip peaks. As anticipated, this indicates 
that many STAGE regions are background, although higher tag occurrences represent higher 
confidence of genuine BEAF binding. Millions of tags would need to be sequenced to obtain 
high quality data similar to the ChIP-chip data.   
DISCUSSION  
In order to identify BEAF binding sites on a genome scale, we used the STAGE method. 
After ChIP, DNA was isolated and cloned in the form of ditag concatemers for sequencing. 101 
clones, containing 3584 tags, were sequenced and BLASTed against the Drosophila genome 
sequence. A critical aspect of this experiment is that regions need to be represented by multiple 
tags to have confidence that the identified regions are relevant. To accomplish this, millions of 
tag sequences might need to be sequenced. However, our experiment with only thousands of 
sequenced tags is still a feasible way to identify many BEAF binding sites across the genome. 
These new identified and validated BEAF binding sites provide us with more understanding of 
BEAF binding locations and requirements.   
Among the previously identified BEAF binding sites, scs’ had four tag occurrences, 
while BE76 and DNA Polα 180 promoter each had only one tag occurrence. BE28 is a repetitive 
sequence probably in heterochromatin that has not been assembled into the genomic sequence. 
Therefore it is possible that the tags from BE28 belong to the “no match” category.  




binding sites. This is also true for the ChIP-chip result described in Chapter 4, in which only a 
third of the 32B peaks contain predicted 32B sites and even fewer of the 32A peaks have 
predicted 32A sites. Gel shift assays indicated our predicted sites are not necessarily required for 
BEAF binding. But the regions with predicted binding sites are more likely to be confirmed as 
real BEAF binding sites. Also, many regions without potential 32B sites have two copies of the 
CGATA motifs, suggesting that the CGATA motif is still important for 32B binding.  
We validated the STAGE regions with 32A and 32B ChIP DNA. We found that most of 
the validated sites have both 32A and 32B association. However, in gel shift assays, none of the 
28 tested fragments was shifted by bacterially expressed 32A protein. In addition, few of the 
validated BEAF binding regions contain predicted 32A binding sites. This suggests the presence 
of BEAF complexes at the binding regions composed of both 32A and 32B, whose binding 
specificities are mainly from 32B. This is similar to scs’. Although the high affinity scs’ site has 
a 32A binding site and is bound by 32A in gel shift assays, it appears to be bound by a complex 
of both 32A and 32B in vivo. Also, the DNase I footprint of nuclear extract BEAF and 
bacterially expressed 32B protein are nearly identical (Hart et al., 1997). In ChIP-chip 
experiments, we found that almost all 32A peaks are overlapping with 32B peaks, while over 
half of the 32B peaks are unique. That so few 32A unique regions were found might be due to a 
stronger 32B signal in those regions or that 32A binds weakly along the entire chromatin fiber, 
as shown in the ChIP-chip data in next chapter.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)  
Protocol and procedure is described in Chapter 2. Antibodies against the 32A N-terminal 
domain (32A), 32B N-terminal domain (32B) and common C-terminal domain (BEAF) were 




Sequence Tag Analysis of Genomic Enrichment (STAGE)  
The protocols from Kim et al. (Iyer, 2003; Kim et al., 2005) and the LongSAGE protocol 
(http://www.sagenet.org/) were followed. To 18 µL (out of 60 µL) ChIP DNA (and in another 
tube 50 µg genomic DNA) was added 5 µL 5× sequenase buffer and 2 µL 50 µM degenerate 
primer. This was heated to 94 ºC for 2 min, cooled to 8 ºC (for 3 min), and then the following 
were added: 1µL 5× sequenase buffer, 1 µL 10 mM dNTP mix, 1.5 µL 0.1 M DTT, 0.75 µL 2 
mg/mL BSA, 0.35 µL 13u/µL sequenase and 0.6 µL H2O. The temperature was then slowly 
increased from 8 ºC to 37 ºC over 8 min and held at 37 ºC for 8 min. In the second cycle, during 
the 8 ºC 3 min step, 0.35 µL 13u/µL sequenase and 0.65 µL dilution buffer was added. The 
product after two cycles was brought to 50 µL with water, and 15 µL was used for “round 2” 
amplification. In a 100 µL regular PCR reaction, 2 µL 50 µM biotinylated SAGE primer was 
added to the genomic sample, while 50 µM unbiotinylated SAGE primer was added to the ChIP 
sample. 2 µL of 25 mM MgCl2 was also added. 24 cycles of 92 ºC 30 sec, 40 ºC 30 sec, 50 ºC 30 
sec and 72 ºC 1 min was run. Primers were removed using microcon-30 tubes. The genomic 
products in 8 µL were added to 192 µL washing solution (10 mM Tris pH7.6, 1 mM EDTA, 100 
mM NaOH) and incubated at 72 ºC for 15 min. Streptavidin beads were prewashed in the same 
wash solution and added. After 20 min at room temperature, the beads were washed 3 times with 
1×B&W buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1.0 M NaCl). Then 8 µL amplified 
ChIP product was added together with 192 µL 1×B&W buffer. After 20 min at room temperature 
the reaction was transferred to a new tube with new beads. This was repeated 3 times. The final 
supernatant was precipitated and redissoved in 20 µL H2O. After testing the validity of the 
product by PCR amplification of BEAF binding sites and control sites, 3 µg product was used in 
a 200 µL NlaIII digestion. The product was phenol extracted, ethanol precipitated and dissolved 




for 2 hours. The reaction was washed and digested with MmeI and ligated overnight at 4 ºC. The 
resulting ditags were PCR amplified in 30 tubes at the same time for maximum product yield, 
and combined for NlaIII digestion. After phenol extraction and precipitation, the product was 
dissolved in 20 µL TE. The products were run in a 12% polyacrylamide gel at 160 V. the ~40 bp 
bands were cut out and placed into tubes with small hole. Liquid was centrifuged through the 
hole, the DNA in the solution was ethanol precipitated. The DNA was then ligated  at 16 ºC for 1 
hour and 4 ºC overnight. The ligated product was run in an agarose gel, and the DNA from 500 
bp to 1 kb was isolated as concatemers of ideal size. These concatemers were then cloned into 
the pZero2 plasmid.  
Search of Potential BEAF Binding Sites and Identification of Multi-tag Regions 
BLAST was used to align tag sequences to the Drosophila genome sequence Release 4 at 
Flybase (http://flybase.org/). Analysis for potential sites in tag regions and multi-tag regions was 
as described in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.  
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) 
Selected sequences were PCR amplified and end labeled with 32P using T4 
polynucleotide kinase (TNK, New England Biolabs). Concentrated PCR product (11.5 µL), 1.5 
µL 10×buffer, 1 µL (10 unit) TNK and 10 µCi γ-32P ATP (3000 Ci/mmol, PerkinElmer) were 
incubated at 37ºC for 40 minutes before adding 1 µL 500 mM EDTA. After adding 50 µg linear 
acrylamide as carrier, the labeled DNA was precipitated with one volume of 1 M Tris (pH 8.0) 
and 2.5 volumes of 100% ethanol (-20 ºC 5 min before 15 min full speed spin). After washing 
with 70% ethanol, the pellet was redissoved in 20 µL TE, and precipitated again by Tris and 
ethanol as above. The pellet was finally vacuum dried for 2 min and dissolved in 20 µL TE 
before quantitation by Cerenkov counting in a scintillation counter.  




purified or extracted protein and 1 µg dIdC at room temperature for 10 min. the reaction was run 
in a 4% acrylamide gel in 0.25× TBE buffer (to make 6 ml gel, mix 150 µL 10× TBE, 250 µL 60% 
glycerol, 600 µL 37.5:1 acrylamide and 5 mL H2O, cross-linked with 45 µL 10% ammonium 
persulfate and 5.25 µL TEMED). The gel was run at 60 V for 100 min. bacterially expressed 
32A and 32B, and BEAF DNA affinity purified from nuclear extracts were prepared as 
previously described (Hart et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 1995). 
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GENOME-WIDE MAPPING OF BEAF BINDING SITES IN DROSOPHILA LINKS 






















Insulator elements participate in gene regulation by limiting potential interactions 
between promoters and regulatory elements. In transgene assays, an insulator can block 
enhancer-promoter interactions, but only when located between the enhancer and promoter 
(Geyer and Corces, 1992; Kellum and Schedl, 1992). Similarly, insulators can block repression 
mediated by Polycomb group proteins (Mallin et al., 1998). They can also protect bracketed 
transgenes from chromosomal position effects (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Roseman et al., 1993). 
Because of these properties, insulators are thought to participate in genome organization and 
gene regulation by defining the boundaries of discrete regulatory domains (Bushey et al., 2008; 
Kuhn and Geyer, 2003; Valenzuela and Kamakaka, 2006; Wallace and Felsenfeld, 2007). The 
mode of action of insulators is unclear, but might involve the formation of chromatin loops 
through interactions between insulators and perhaps also other nuclear substructures that remain 
to be biochemically defined (Blanton et al., 2003; Byrd and Corces, 2003; Dunn et al., 2003; 
Yusufzai et al., 2004). 
The scs and scs’ elements from the 87A hsp70 heat shock locus were two of the first 
DNA sequences shown to have insulator activity (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Kellum and Schedl, 
1992; Udvardy et al., 1985). Two boundary element-associated factors, BEAF-32A (32A) and 
BEAF-32B (32B), were identified based on their interaction with the scs’ insulator element (but 
not the scs element) (Hart et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 1995). 32A and 32B are derived from the 
same gene, and differ only by about 80 amino acids located at their amino termini. These unique 
regions harbor different atypical C2H2 zinc finger DNA binding domains, termed BED fingers 
(Aravind, 2000). BEAF binding sites are essential for scs’ insulator activity (Cuvier et al., 1998), 
as is functional BEAF protein (Gilbert et al., 2006; Roy et al., 2007). BEAF immunolocalizes to 




binding sites have been shown to have insulator activity (Cuvier et al., 1998), indicating that 
BEAF-dependent insulators are common in Drosophila rather than being a unique property of 
scs’. While the mechanism by which BEAF functions is not known, evidence from polytene 
chromosome morphology and position-effect variegation assays indicates that BEAF affects 
chromatin structure, dynamics, or both (Gilbert et al., 2006; Roy et al., 2007). Consistent with 
the proposed role of insulators, results obtained using a dominant-negative form of BEAF in a 
screen based on eye development imply that BEAF plays an important role in gene regulation 
(Roy et al., 2007). Genetic interactions between BEAF and several transcription factors 
expressed in the anterior portion of Drosophila were uncovered, which was interpreted as 
indicating that proper gene regulation breaks down in the absence of BEAF function.  
To gain insight into the role of BEAF in chromatin domain organization and gene 
regulation, we have constructed a genome-wide map of BEAF binding sites. DNA isolated by 
chromatin immunoprecipitation was hybridized to genome tiling microarrays. Differences in 
binding patterns indicate that 32B plays a dominant role over 32A in binding to chromosomes. 
Surprisingly, we find that over 85% of the centers of BEAF peaks are located within 300 bp of 
annotated transcription start sites. About half of the peaks are between head-to-head gene pairs. 
We present evidence that the BEAF-associated genes are transcriptionally active and highly 
expressed, and that transcription levels of these genes drop in the absence of BEAF. Our results 
link BEAF to transcription, suggesting that BEAF plays a role in maintaining associated 
promoter regions in an environment permissive for transcription. 
RESULTS 
Genome-Wide High-Resolution Identification of BEAF Binding Regions  
BEAF binding sites were identified throughout the Drosophila genome by hybridization 




(ChIP-chip). We performed four ChIPs using three different affinity-purified antibodies and 
chromatin from embryos. One antibody was specific for BEAF-32A (32A), one was specific for 
BEAF-32B (32B), and the third recognized the portion of the protein present in both 32A and 
32B (BEAF). 
Inspection of the hybridization data for the 87A hsp70 region revealed a strong peak at 
scs’ and a smaller peak at scs in all four samples (Figure 4.1A). Using NimbleScan software to 
convert the hybridization data into peaks, the calculated False Discovery Rate (FDR) for scs was 
less than 5% for three of the samples. BEAF does not bind to scs in vitro. However, there is 
evidence that BEAF physically interacts with the scs-binding protein, Zw5, and that this brings 
scs and scs’ into close proximity in vivo (Blanton et al., 2003). To exclude peaks that might 
reflect such indirect, looping interactions between BEAF and other DNA binding proteins, we 
chose higher peak height cutoff values and lower FDR values than the scs peak data for each 
dataset (see Materials and Methods for values). Depending on the dataset, these criteria 
eliminated 30% to 50% of the peaks with an FDR of less than 5%. 
Comparison of the resulting set of peaks indicates that they largely coincide in the 
different ChIP samples (Figure 4.1A-C). We define a BEAF binding region as a region that has a 
peak in both BEAF samples plus a peak in either or both of the 32A and 32B samples. By this 
definition, roughly 90% of the peaks in each dataset correspond to a BEAF binding region. Less 
than 5% of the peaks are unique to one dataset. This gives a minimum estimate of 1820 BEAF 
binding regions in the Drosophila genome. 
There are 1052 32B-specific regions, 735 regions with both 32A and 32B peaks, and only 
33 32A-specific regions (Figure 4.1D). Figure 4.1B shows a rare region that includes a 32A-
specific peak. The 32A peaks are generally lower than those in the other samples. Because over 













Figure 4.1 ChIP-chip peaks are highly reproducible in the four samples and identify 1820 BEAF 
binding regions. (A) Region of chromosome arm 3R including scs and scs’. The scs’ region 
(between the head-to-head gene pair CG3281 and aur) is represented by a prominent peak in all 
four samples. The low but significant peak at scs (upstream of CG31211) presumably reflects an 
indirect interaction mediated by the scs-binding protein Zw5 (Blanton et al., 2003). (B) A larger 
region from chromosome arm 3R showing several reproducible peaks, including one that has a 
major 32A peak but a weak 32B peak (asterisk, upstream of CG33936). In both (A) and (B) 
select genes have been labeled for reference. (C) Representative Venn diagram showing the 
number of peaks, as defined in Materials and Methods, that overlap in the data for the 32A, 32B 
and first BEAF ChIP. (D) Venn diagram showing the overlap in 32B peaks and 32A peaks, 
























Figure 4.2 Validation of ChIP-chip results. (A) ChIPs were done with antibodies that recognize 
32A or 32B, and PCRs were performed on ChIP DNA (Ch) and input genomic DNA (G). Primer 
set 2 amplifies a region that does not correspond to a peak, the other numbered primer sets 
correspond to peak regions. The regions amplified were upstream of or between the following 
genes: 1: hts and CalpA; 2: CG10862; 3: Fibp and Deaf1; 4: c(3)G and Acyp2; 5: janA and Sry-β; 
6: CG11412; 7: RpS6 and bys; 8: Trc8. Scs’ was included as a positive control, scs and act5C 
were included as negative controls. Similar results were obtained with ChIPs performed with an 
antibody that recognizes both forms of BEAF. (B) EMSA results using PCR-amplified 
sequences from the scs’ insulator, 32A+32B peaks (AB lanes), 32B-specific peaks (B lanes), 




the way 32A interacts with DNA compared to 32B, rather than low quality data obtained with a 
poor antibody. It is likely that 32A is present at some regions we define as 32B-specific, but the 
32A signals detected did not satisfy the peak selection criteria we used. 
Validation of BEAF Binding Regions 
BEAF binding regions were validated in two ways, by PCR amplification of ChIP DNA 
and by electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA). We designed 62 primer pairs for PCR 
amplification of 40 ChIP-chip peaks and 22 nonpeak regions. PCR was performed with genomic 
DNA and 32A, 32B and BEAF ChIP DNA (see Figure 4.2A for examples). For the 40 peak-
region primer pairs, 35 gave strong amplification with at least one source of ChIP DNA and 
another four gave weak amplification with at least two sources. Only one failed to amplify. In 
contrast, none of the 22 regions that did not correspond to peaks amplified. We conclude that the 
ChIP-chip data accurately represents sequences enriched by ChIP. 
We next performed EMSA on 61 peak regions and four nonpeak regions, using 32A or 
32B protein expressed in E. coli or BEAF purified from embryonic nuclear extracts (see Figure 
4.2B for examples). As a positive control, we used the scs’ D fragment because it is bound by all 
three sources of protein with high affinity (Hart et al., 1997). Results are summarized in Table 
4.1, and detailed information for each probe is given in Appendix B. 
Confirming that BEAF binds to the peak regions we detected, 77% of the peak region 
probes showed some level of binding by at least one source of BEAF protein. However, these 
results were unexpectedly complex in terms of which protein sources bound and their variable 
binding affinities. Most probes were bound either by both 32B and nuclear extract BEAF, or 
only by 32A. Only five were bound by all three sources of protein. In contrast, three of four 
probes from nonpeak regions were not bound by any of the BEAF sources. The fourth probe was 




below). As described in the next section, it is not clear why 23% of the probes were not bound 
and why the binding was weak for several others. Perhaps the binding affinity was below the 
level of detection of the assay. Under the conditions used, the scs’ D fragment gave strong shifts 
with all three protein sources, but the low affinity site for 32B and nuclear extract BEAF present 
in the scs’ B fragment would have given weak shifts (Zhao et al., 1995). Perhaps binding would 
have been detected if we had used different sequences from the peak regions. Another possibility 
is that BEAF binds better in vivo, perhaps due to phosphorylation (Hart et al., 1997; Pathak et al., 
2007) or interactions with other unknown proteins. 
Table 4.1 EMSA result grouped by (strong or weak) binding by three protein souces (32A, 



















32A 4 (1) 3 (1) 1 0 0 0 
32A 4 2 1 0 0 1 
32A NE 3 1 2 0 0 0 
32A, 32B, NE 1 0 0 0 1 0 
NE 32A, 32B 1 0 0 0 1 0 
32A, 32B,NE 3 0 0 1 0 2 
32B, NE 10 0 0 9 0 1 
32B NE 4 0 0 2 0 2 
NE 32B 2 0 0 0 1 1 
32B, NE 10 0 0 2 3 5 
NE 5 0 0 2 3 0 
No binding 14 (3) 0 1 (1) 9 2 2 (2) 
Total 61 (4) 6 (1) 5 (1) 25 11 14 (2) 
 32A 9 bp: one CGTGWCACG motif; 32A model: 2 or more CGTGA motifs, in either 
orientation, within 60 bp; 32B model: 3 or more CGATA motifs, in either orientation, within 100 
bp; Mixed model: at least 2 CGATA motifs and at least one CGTGA motif within 100 bp. Note 
that probes were counted in only one category of models even though they might fit more than 
one. Numbers in parentheses are for EMSA probes from nonpeak regions.  
Identification of Potential BEAF Binding Sites in BEAF Binding Regions 
We inspected peak sequences for potential 32B binding sites based on the model that 32B 




orientations between motifs (Cuvier et al., 1998). For 32A, we used the models that it binds two 
copies of the motif CGTGA in a 60 bp region (CMH unpublished and (Hart et al., 1997)) or a 
single copy of the 9 bp motif CGTGWCACG (see below). We counted a site as mixed if it had 
two 32B motifs and one 5 bp 32A motif in 100 bp. Each peak region was counted only once even 
if it had motifs that fit more than one model. In addition, we counted the number of peak regions 
that had at least one 8 bp DRE motif (TATCGATA) that is recognized by the transcription factor 
DREF (Hirose et al., 1993). DREF is a subunit of the TRF2 complex, a core-promoter 
recognition complex for a large number of TATA-less promoters (Hochheimer et al., 2002; 
Isogai et al., 2007). The DRE motif contains a 32B motif (CGATA), and it has been shown that 
BEAF and DREF can compete for binding in vitro if a cluster of 32B motifs includes a DRE 
(Hart et al., 1999). As an indicator of how frequently this competition might occur, it was of 
interest to determine how many BEAF binding regions contain DREs.  
EMSA probe sequences were inspected for potential binding sites based on the above 
binding site models (Table 4.1). Under the EMSA conditions we used, 10 of 11 peak region 
probes with potential 32A sites and 9 of 11 probes with potential mixed sites showed some level 
of binding by at least one protein source. In addition, the nonpeak probe with a 9 bp 32A motif 
was bound by 32A protein. However, 9 of 25 probes with potential 32B sites were not shifted 
and 12 of 14 probes that did not conform to our models of BEAF binding sites were shifted. 
There was no correlation between binding and the presence of a DRE. Five of the 13 sequences 
with a DRE gave weak or no shifts. While inspecting the probe sequences with potential 32B 
binding sites, we noted that 32B bound to most probes if they had what we term a “+ -“ inverted 
repeat (CGATA-NX-TATCG, where X ranged from 1 to 31 bp in the sequences we used) but not 
if they had a “- +” inverted repeat or only direct repeats. There was no obvious correlation 




We expanded this analysis to additional BEAF binding regions (Table 4.2). Potential 32A 
binding sites were present in 75% of the 33 32A-specific peaks. However, 57% of all 32B peaks 
on chromosome arm 2L (with and without co-localizing 32A peaks) were found to lack sites that 
fit our models. More peak regions had a DRE (39%) than had a potential 32B binding site (33%). 
To pursue this analysis further, we inspected over 100 of the highest 32B-specific and 32A+32B 
peaks. Compared to 2L, these regions had higher percentages of potential binding sites. This was 
particularly true for potential 32B sites. This suggests that BEAF is more likely to bind tightly 
when these motifs are present. Taken together, we draw the following three conclusions. First, 
clusters of CGATA and CGTGA motifs can play a role in binding by the BEAF proteins, 
although they are neither necessary nor sufficient. However, binding of the BEAF proteins to 
sequences lacking clustered motifs is usually weak in vitro. Second, although 32B appears to 
prefer “+ -” inverted repeats of CGATA, there is no consensus for spacing or relative 
orientations between motifs in binding sites. Third, because of this lack of consensus, binding 
affinities of the BEAF proteins cannot be accurately predicted by inspection of DNA sequences 
for clusters of CGATA and CGTGA motifs.  
To identify additional features that might be present in BEAF binding regions, different 
groupings of sequences were analyzed using the MEME (Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation) and 
DME (Discriminating Motif Enumerator) motif discovery programs (Bailey and Elkan, 1995; 
Smith et al., 2005). We found two motifs. Using the 32A-specific peak sequences, we identified 
the 9 bp motif CGTGWCACG, which is related to the 5 bp 32A motif (CGTGA).  32A bound to 
all probes with this motif, even a sequence from a nonpeak region. However, there are 346 
occurrences of this motif in the Drosophila genome, and only a few are in BEAF binding regions. 
It is not clear why 32A apparently can bind to this motif, yet does not do so at most sites in vivo. 




tested probes with a DRE were bound by 32B or nuclear extract BEAF, and other probes were 
only weakly shifted. Also, there are over 3000 DREs in the Drosophila genome and most are not 
in BEAF binding regions. As previously reported (Hart et al., 1999), it does not appear that 
BEAF directly recognizes the DRE, but can use it as part of a binding site if other sequence 
requirements are met. These results reinforce the concept that there is great plasticity in the 
ability of BEAF complexes to bind various arrangements of short recognition motifs. They also 
suggest that there are recognition motifs yet to be identified, perhaps in combination with protein 
partners yet to be identified. 
 












32B site 1 3 91 33 54 47 62 51 
9 bp 32A 14 42 3 1 0 0 1 1 
32A site 11 33 14 5 4 3 7 6 
Mixed 1 3 12 4 8 7 13 11 
None 6 18 157 57 49 43 39 32 
DRE 4 12 108 39 34 30 56 46 
Total 33  277 115 122 
See footnotes in Table 4.1 for site type definitions. All 32A peaks: all 32A-specifc BEAF 
binding regions; 2L 32B & A+B: all BEAF binding regions on chromosome arm 2L with 32B 
peaks, with or without a 32A peak; Top 32B peaks: 32B-specific regions selected based on 
having the highest peak height values; Top A+B peaks: binding regions with both 32A and 32B 
peaks selected based on having the highest peak height values.  
 
BEAF Binding Regions Are Located Near Transcription Start Sites of Active Genes  
Because BEAF-dependent insulators are thought to play a role in gene regulation, it was 
of interest to determine where BEAF binding regions localized with respect to genes.  
We found a striking clustering, with the centers of over 85% of the BEAF peaks being 
found within 300 bp of annotated transcription start sites (TSSs; Figure 4.3A). Less than 2% 






Figure 4.3 BEAF peaks are near TSSs, about half of which are organized in head-to-head gene 
pairs. (A) Positions of the centers of 1820 BEAF peaks relative to the nearest annotated TSS. (B) 
Distribution of BEAF peaks relative to gene organization using a 3 kb window. hh: head-to-head 
gene pair with TSSs within 3 kb of each other; ht: head-to-tail gene pair with the TSS and poly-
adenylation site within 3 kb of each other; h: head, no adjacent gene within 3 kb; hm: head of 
one gene and middle of another (for instance, overlapping genes or alternative promoters); m: 
middle of gene, greater than 200 bp downstream of TSS, with no other gene within 3 kb;  no: 
nearest gene at least 3 kb away; t: tail, no adjacent gene within 3 kb; tt: tail-to-tail gene pair 
within 3 kb of each other; tm: tail of one gene and middle of another. (C) Number of genes 
within 3 kb of each other organized as hh,ht and h. Light blue: number in genome lacking a 
BEAF peak; dark blue: number in genome with a BEAF peak. 
 
head-to-head gene pairs separated by less than 3 kb, and another 25% were between head-to-tail 




annotations for gene pairs separated by less than 3 kb and found that over one-third of head-to-
head gene pairs were associated with a BEAF peak (Figure 4.3C). While this implies that there is 
one BEAF binding site for every five to six promoters organized this way, this is a minimum 
estimate because some regions could have two BEAF binding sites but one peak. For instance, 
scs’ has BEAF binding sites by both of its transcription start sites but has a single ChIP-chip 
peak. Smaller percentages of head-to-tail gene pairs and promoters located over 3 kb from a 
neighboring gene were associated with a BEAF binding region. 
A comparison of our data with data from other studies indicates that most genes 
associated with BEAF are transcriptionally active. It has been reported that RNA polymerase II 
(Pol II) is associated with 4389 genes in S2 cells (“active genes”), with another 1014 genes 
having a presumably paused Pol II at their 5’ ends. Another 7700 “inactive genes” lack Pol II 
(Muse et al., 2007). Because many BEAF peaks are between head-to-head gene pairs, the centers 
of the 1820 BEAF peaks are within -500 bp to +200 bp of TSSs of 2305 genes. We matched 
2191 of these genes to the Pol II data and found that 73% are active genes, 15% are paused and 
12% are inactive (Figure 4.4A). Two features associated with active genes are methylation of 
histone H3 on lysine 4, particularly at the 5’ end (Schneider et al., 2004), and replacement of H3 
with the alternative histone H3.3 in nucleosomes in transcribed sequences (Ahmad and Henikoff, 
2002). Comparing our data to those for H3K4me2 on chromosome arm 2L (Schubeler et al., 
2004) and H3.3 on chromosome arm 3R (Mito et al., 2007), we found that 85% of genes 
associated with BEAF have H3K4me2 in their promoter regions and 88% have H3.3 in their 
promoter and/or transcribed regions (Figure 4.4A). 
It was recently reported that NELF and GAGA factor (GAF) are linked to many genes 
with a paused Pol II, and that genes associated with NELF tend to be highly expressed (Lee et al., 





Figure 4.4 BEAF is associated with active genes. (A) Percentage of genes in the genome (dark 
gray) and associated with BEAF (light gray) that are associated with active Pol II, paused Pol II 
or no Pol II according to the data of Muse et al. (Muse et al., 2007); associated with the active 
chromatin marks H3K4me2 (Schubeler et al., 2004) and H3.3 (Mito et al., 2007); and associated 
with NELF or GAGA factor (Lee et al., 2008). The data for H3K4me2 is only for chromosome 
arm 2L. The data for H3.3 is only for chromosome arm 3R, and the total number of genes 
associated with this alternative histone was not calculated. (B) Venn diagram showing the 
relationship between BEAF-associated genes, NELF-associated genes and genes with Pol II 
localized throughout their transcribed regions. 
 
implicated in promoter proximal pausing by Pol II (Wu et al., 2003). GAF has been shown to 
play a role in pausing of Pol II on Drosophila hsp70 genes (Shopland et al., 1995). There is a 




which are associated with active or paused Pol II. Because of the link with genes associated with 
Pol II, we compared this data to our data. Considerable overlap of BEAF with NELF and GAF 
was found, particularly with NELF (Figure 4.4A). Nearly 65% of genes associated with both 
BEAF and GAF are also associated with NELF, so we focused our attention on NELF. Forty 
percent of the BEAF-associated genes are also associated with NELF. About 63% of these genes 
are associated with active Pol II (Figure 4.4B), and about one-third  are associated with paused 
Pol II. 
BEAF Does Not Co-Localize with the Insulator Proteins Su(Hw) or CTCF 
Two other insulator proteins in Drosophila that have been well studied are the Suppressor 
of Hairy-wing (Su[Hw]) and CCCTC Binding Factor (CTCF) (Geyer and Corces, 1992; Moon et 
al., 2005). Su(Hw) has mainly been studied in the context of a 340 bp insulator sequence present 
in the gypsy retrotransposon (Roseman et al., 1995), although non-gypsy binding sites have been 
shown to have insulator activity (Kuhn-Parnell et al., 2008). Before the Drosophila homolog was 
discovered, CTCF was originally studied in vertebrates (Klenova et al., 1993). Almost all 
characterized vertebrate insulators are associated with CTCF (Bell et al., 1999; Mukhopadhyay 
et al., 2004) which has also been studied as both a transcriptional activator and repressor (Burcin 
et al., 1997; Vostrov and Quitschke, 1997), and as a participant in genomic imprinting (Bell and 
Felsenfeld, 2000; Hark et al., 2000). Both Su(Hw) and CTCF have been localized by ChIP-chip 
to a 3 Mb region around the Adh gene, a 130 kb region around the achaete-scute (ac-sc) complex, 
and the Bithorax Complex (BX-C) (Adryan et al., 2007; Holohan et al., 2007). We compared our 
data for BEAF to this data. Out of 23 BEAF peaks, 18 CTCF peaks and 60 Su(Hw) peaks in the 
Adh region, only two BEAF peaks localize within 1 kb of CTCF peaks. There are no BEAF 
peaks in the BX-C or ac-sc regions. We next compared the locations of Su(Hw), CTCF and 




the whole genome, the centers of 96% of the 23 BEAF peaks were within 1 kb of a start site. In 
stark contrast, only seven of 60 Su(Hw) binding sites and seven of 31 CTCF binding sites were 
this close (Figure 4.5). Thus only BEAF is highly enriched near promoter regions. 
The Su(Hw) protein has been reported to form “insulator bodies” that localize to the 
nuclear periphery (Gerasimova et al., 2000) through interactions with other proteins that link it to 
the Drosophila B-type lamin (Capelson and Corces, 2005). Although the functional significance 
of these aggregates is unclear (Golovnin et al., 2008), it has been proposed that insulator bodies 
play a role in insulator function by organizing chromatin into loop domains (Byrd and Corces, 
2003). Nearly 500 genes were mapped by DamID as being associated with lamin, and these 
genes were found to be transcriptionally silent and to replicate late in S phase (Pickersgill et al., 
2006). We found BEAF peaks near only 15 of the lamin-associated genes, which is consistent 
with BEAF being associated with active promoters and the nuclear lamina being associated with 
inactive genes. This also provides further evidence for distinct localization of BEAF and Su(Hw) 
in the Drosophila genome. 
BEAF Binds Upstream of Highly Expressed Genes  
To pursue the link between BEAF and transcription further, we determined the relative 
transcription levels of BEAF-associated genes by comparing our data to published gene 
expression data for S2 cells (Muse et al., 2007) and various adult tissues (Chintapalli et al., 2007). 
We found that 75% to 95% of the BEAF-associated genes were among the upper half of genes 
ranked by expression level (Figure 4.6A). It is of interest to note that the lowest value, 76%, 
came from testis while the highest value, 95%, came from ovaries. Although flies homozygous 
for the null BEAFAB-KO mutation are difficult to keep alive, males are fertile while females are 
nearly sterile (Roy et al., 2007). To refine this analysis, the data from S2 cells was divided into 





Figure 4.5 BEAF does not co-localize with CTCF or Su(Hw). While the centers of most BEAF 
peaks (dark gray) are within 1 kb of the nearest TSS, most peaks for CTCF (medium gray) 
(Holohan et al., 2007) and Su(Hw) (light gray) (Adryan et al., 2007) are centered well over 1 kb 
from the nearest TSS. 
 
 
genes in each bin that were associated with BEAF (Figure 4.6B). About 40% of the genes above 
the 90th percentile in expression were associated with BEAF, which accounted for 24% of the 
total genes associated with BEAF. 
It was of interest to determine if the same BEAF-associated genes are highly expressed in 
different tissues. As two very different tissues, we chose brain and testis for this comparison. 
When genes were ranked by expression level, we found that 67% of genes in the upper half were 
the same in both brain and testis. About 70% of the genes we found to be BEAF-associated were 
present in this set of genes (Figure 4.6C). This indicates that many genes are expressed at high 
levels in diverse tissues, including the majority of BEAF-associated genes. 
As another test of the relationship between BEAF and transcription, we performed 
quantitative RT-PCR on divergent gene pairs separated by BEAF peaks (Figure 4.6D). We 




absence of BEAF, if BEAF separates these genes into independent functional domains. Nine 
head-to-head gene pairs separated by BEAF peaks were tested, along with two single genes from 
two additional head-to-head gene pairs and two genes not organized in this fashion. As controls, 
four head-to-head gene pairs that lacked BEAF peaks were tested, along with one single gene 
(Trf) from an additional head-to-head gene pair and one gene lacking this organization. The 
levels of Trf mRNA were used to normalize mRNA levels of the other genes because we found 
that Trf mRNA levels were not affected by a lack of BEAF. Genes to be tested were selected 
randomly, with the following two caveats. The CG3281 and aur genes were included because 
they are separated by scs’; and the selected genes lacking associated BEAF peaks were among 
the upper half of genes ranked by expression level in S2 cells in order to roughly match 
expression levels with the BEAF-associated genes.  
RNA was isolated from 4 to 8 hour embryos that were either homozygous for wild-type 
BEAF or the BEAFAB-KO null mutation. For six gene pairs, the expression levels of both genes 
dropped by a factor of two to four in the absence of BEAF. Two other gene pairs showed a 
reduction in the expression of one gene, while the other gene showed no change or as much as a 
two-fold increase. Only the gene pair bracketing scs’ showed no change in expression levels of 
either gene. All four single genes tested showed a two to four-fold drop in expression level in the 
absence of BEAF. There was a DRE near six genes in this analysis, and all six showed a 
reduction in expression. One might expect the opposite, that lack of BEAF would allow DREF to 
activate these genes. This was reported for siRNA-treated cultured cells (Emberly et al., 2008). 
The siRNA treatment appeared to synchronize the cells with respect to the cell cycle (OC 
unpublished observations). It is possible that DREF-mediated activation is limited to a narrow 
window of time during the cell cycle (Matsukage et al., 2008), and so is not observed in RNA 






Figure 4.6 Most BEAF-associated genes are highly expressed, and lack of BEAF leads to 
reduced expression levels of many BEAF-associated genes. (A) Over 13,000 genes were ranked 
by expression levels for various adult tissues (Chintapalli et al., 2007) and S2 cells (Muse et al., 
2007). We matched 2243 genes with a BEAF peak centered from -500 bp to +200 bp with the 
adult tissue data, and 2191 genes to the S2 cell data. The percentage of these BEAF-associated 
genes in the upper half of genes by expression level (dark gray) and lower half by expression 
level (light gray) is shown. (B) The data for S2 cells was divided into 10 percentile bins based on 
expression levels, and the percentage of genes in each bin that is associated with BEAF was 
plotted. (C) Venn diagram showing the overlap between the upper half of genes by expression 
level for brain and testis, together with BEAF-associated genes. (D) Quantitative RT-PCR results 
for RNA isolated from 4 to 8 hour embryos with wild-type BEAF or the BEAFAB-KO knockout 
allele. Ten genes not associated with BEAF (light gray bars plus Trf) and 23 BEAF-associated 
genes (dark gray bars) were assayed. Head-to-head gene pairs are indicated by brackets. Results 
with standard deviations are shown as the ratio of BEAFAB-KO samples to BEAF samples, using 
Trf to normalize mRNA levels. There are no BEAF peaks near Trf, and our results indicate that 
lack of BEAF does not affect the level of Trf mRNA. DRE elements were located near the Deaf1, 
eIF-4a, RpS6, Iswi, hts and CG14023 genes. REL: relative expression levels of the genes in 
BEAF embryos, normalized to the lowest expression level. (E) Quantitative RT-PCR results for 
RNA isolated from SL2 cells treated with control (light gray bars) or BEAF (dark gray bars) 
siRNA. Nine genes not associated with BEAF and five BEAF-associated genes were assayed, as 
indicated. Dsp1 and CG9921 form a head-to-head gene pair. Results with standard deviations are 







Results with genes not associated with BEAF were more variable. For all four gene pairs, 
expression of one gene dropped by a factor of two. For two gene pairs expression of the other 
gene was unchanged, while for the other two expression increased two-fold. The expression level 
of Trf and the single gene were unchanged. Ignoring gene pairs, 19 of 23 BEAF-associated genes 
showed a decreased level of expression in the absence of BEAF while three showed no change 




were less consistent. Four of ten genes showed decreased expression, four showed no change 
(including Trf) and two showed increased expression. Our RT-PCR data do not support the 
hypothesis that BEAF separates adjacent genes into functionally independent domains. Rather, 
they suggest that BEAF helps maintain expression levels of most genes it is associated with. 
As an alternative method for examining the relationship between BEAF and gene 
expression, we used siRNA with SL2 cells. One reason for taking this approach was to test 
whether the variable results on expression levels of genes not associated with BEAF might be 
due to indirect effects in embryos. We reasoned that there would be less time for indirect effects 
to manifest themselves if gene expression was examined after a few cell generations rather than 
after prolonged growth and development without BEAF. Genes to be tested were randomly 
selected. The BEAF siRNA knocked down the level of BEAF mRNA about ten-fold (not shown). 
Of nine genes tested that are not associated with BEAF, eight showed no change in expression 
levels. This includes both members of a head-to-head gene pair (Dsp1 and CG9921). One gene 
showed a three-fold decrease. In contrast, all five BEAF-associated genes showed a decrease 
similar to that observed in embryos. This is consistent with prior results (Emberly et al., 2008), 
and provides further support for the conclusion that BEAF helps maintain expression levels of 
most genes it is associated with. It also suggests that the variable effects observed on expression 
levels of genes not associated with BEAF could be due to indirect effects in embryos. 
DISCUSSION 
BEAF Binds to Over 1800 Regions in the Drosophila Genome, and 32B Is Dominant Over 
32A  
Using three different antibodies to perform ChIP-chip, we have localized BEAF to 1820 
regions in the Drosophila genome. This is in agreement with the broad distribution seen by 




difference between the association of 32A and 32B with chromosomes. 32B gave robust peaks, 
while 32A gave smaller peaks. Using our peak selection criteria, only about 40% of the regions 
with 32B peaks also have 32A peaks. In contrast, over 95% of the regions with 32A peaks also 
have 32B peaks. The dominant role of 32B in binding to chromosomes is consistent with results 
showing that flies producing only the 32B protein are viable, but flies lacking both forms of 
BEAF are not (Roy et al., 2007). Also, we can rescue the null BEAFAB-KO mutation with a 32B 
transgene but not with a 32A transgene (CMH, unpublished). Yet 32A is presumably performing 
an important function. Both 32A and 32B are highly conserved in all twelve sequenced 
Drosophila species, representing over 40 million years of evolution (Clark et al., 2007). 
In addition to the peaks we count as genuine BEAF binding regions, there are other lower 
peaks with an FDR less than 5% that are present in three or four of our datasets. An example of 
this is found at scs. BEAF has been reported to associate indirectly with scs by interactions with 
Zw5, which directly binds scs (Blanton et al., 2003). An intriguing possibility for future 
investigation is that these peaks represent interactions between BEAF and other chromatin-
associated proteins such as Zw5. Although we did not tabulate the number of these peaks, there 
are certainly hundreds of them in our data. If they indeed represent the formation of chromatin 
loops by heterologous interactions, then investigating this phenomenon will provide valuable 
insight into nuclear organization. 
We confirmed that BEAF binds to the identified regions by a combination of PCR and 
EMSA experiments. In agreement with previous footprinting and CGATA mutagenesis results 
(Cuvier et al., 1998; Hart et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 1995) and CMH unpublished), our results 
support the view that clusters of CGATA motifs (for 32B) and CGTGA motifs (for 32A) play a 
role in binding at some sites. However, they also indicate that this view is too simplistic. While 




inverted repeats, binding sites rarely look like the two in scs’ and no rules relating spacing and 
orientations of motifs to binding affinity emerged. Using the FlyEnhancer program (Markstein 
and Levine, 2002), we found that the Drosophila genome has over 2800 clusters of three 
CGATA elements in 100 bp windows when a DRE is counted as a single CGATA. Clearly most 
of these sites are not included in the set of BEAF peaks that met our selection criteria. The lack 
of strong binding of BEAF to these regions suggests that these motif clusters are not organized 
properly or are for some reason inaccessible to BEAF. In addition, examination of peak 
sequences indicates that these motifs are not necessary for binding by BEAF. Other unknown 
sequence features must play a role at many sites. Using the MEME and DME motif discovery 
programs (Bailey and Elkan, 1995; Smith et al., 2005) did not help identify consensus sequences. 
Presumably this is because BEAF binds to short motifs with variable spacing and orientations 
between motifs, rather than a long, contiguous sequence. Refining models of BEAF binding sites 
so that they can be identified by inspection of DNA sequences will require performing additional 
experiments such as footprinting assays and perhaps identification of partner proteins. 
BEAF Is Associated with Active Genes and Helps Maintain Gene Expression Levels  
The centers of BEAF peaks show a striking clustering near annotated transcription start 
sites. In addition, about half of the peaks are between head-to-head gene pairs so that the 1820 
peak centers are located from -500 bp to +200 bp of TSSs of 2305 genes. The scs’ insulator is 
one example of a head-to-head gene pair associated with a BEAF peak. It has two BEAF binding 
sites, one near each TSS. One is a high affinity binding site (Kd ~25 pM) that gives a prominent 
shift and the other is a low affinity binding site (Kd ~600 pM) that gives a weak shift under the 
EMSA conditions we used (Hart et al., 1997). It is possible that many other head-to-head gene 
pairs also have BEAF binding sites by both TSSs, as has been suggested based on localization of 




we cannot unambiguously identify BEAF binding sites based on DNA sequence. 
A comparison with published data indicates that the majority of BEAF-associated genes 
are transcriptionally active or poised for activation, and are highly expressed. Seventy percent of 
the BEAF-associated genes we identified are in the upper half of genes ranked by expression 
levels in both brain and testis. This suggests that most BEAF-associated genes are expressed at 
high levels in a wide range of tissues, perhaps even ubiquitously. Our RT-PCR results with the 
null BEAFAB-KO mutation and siRNA in cultured cells indicate that BEAF is important for genes 
to maintain their expression levels. In the absence of BEAF, expression levels typically drop two 
to four-fold. This link between BEAF, TSSs and high expression levels was not anticipated. 
Our results are reminiscent of results recently reported for the negative regulator of 
elongation by Pol II, NELF (Lee et al., 2008). We found that 40% of BEAF-associated genes 
were also associated with NELF. Data indicate that NELF plays a role in pausing by Pol II, and 
that this stimulates transcription levels by inhibiting promoter-proximal nucleosome assembly 
(Gilchrist et al., 2008). Nearly 40% of 2111 NELF-associated genes have a promoter-proximal 
paused Pol II. In contrast, only 15% of BEAF-associated genes have a paused Pol II compared to 
73% with active Pol II. This suggests that BEAF and NELF are functionally distinct. Perhaps 
their co-localization at a large number of genes provides complementary mechanisms of ensuring 
that the promoters of those genes are accessible to Pol II. 
BEAF Does Not Localize with Su(Hw) or CTCF  
Comparison of our data for BEAF with data for the Su(Hw) (Adryan et al., 2007) and 
CTCF (Holohan et al., 2007) insulator proteins indicates that BEAF does not co-localize with 
Su(Hw) and rarely co-localizes with CTCF. In fact, BEAF mainly localizes near TSSs while 
Su(Hw) and CTCF are usually found kilobases away from TSSs. In light of the possibility that 




interactions of BEAF with DNA via interactions with other proteins, we checked minor peaks in 
the Adh region to see if they co-localized with Su(Hw) (60 peaks) or CTCF (18 peaks). Of 18 
minor BEAF peaks in this region, four were within 1 kb of CTCF peaks. This indicates that 
BEAF and Su(Hw) do not physically interact. The results for CTCF are ambiguous, indicating 
that BEAF and CTCF might interact at a minor subset of CTCF binding sites. However, it is 
clear that if minor BEAF peaks represent interactions with other DNA binding proteins, neither 
Su(Hw) nor CTCF are major targets. 
BEAF, Insulator Function and Transcription 
While it has been known for some time that transcripts emanate from scs’ (Glover et al., 
1995), the relationship between this and BEAF binding is unknown. Our results indicate that 
BEAF normally binds near TSSs, suggesting that BEAF is performing the same function at scs’ 
as it is at the majority of its sites of association. In fact, like scs’, many BEAF binding regions 
are between closely spaced head-to-head gene pairs. Our data is not consistent with the model 
that BEAF insulates these adjacent promoter regions from each other. Instead, our data suggests 
that BEAF helps to maintain promoter regions in an environment that facilitates transcription. 
Insulator activity in transgene assays might be a consequence of this local open chromatin 
configuration. There are a variety of possible mechanisms that could be involved by which 
BEAF might positively or negatively influence nucleosome modifications, structure or 
positioning. Another interesting possibility is related to the report that nuclear matrix 
preparations retain 25% of BEAF (Pathak et al., 2007). Both Su(Hw) and CTCF have also been 
reported to be retained in nuclear matrix preparations, leading to the proposal that they function 
in part by organizing chromatin into loop domains (Byrd and Corces, 2003; Dunn et al., 2003; 
Yusufzai and Felsenfeld, 2004). It is possible that BEAF also organizes chromatin loop domains. 




matrix association is caused by BEAF-mediated targeting of promoters to transcription factories 
(Carter et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 1993; Sexton et al., 2007).  
If BEAF is performing the same function at scs’ as at other sites, why did the expression 
levels of the genes in scs’ remain the same in the absence of BEAF? Scs’ localizes to one end of 
an hsp70 domain (Udvardy et al., 1985), and recent results indicate that heat shock leads to a 
rapid, transcription-independent loss of nucleosomes over this domain that stops at scs’ (Petesch 
and Lis, 2008). Depletion of BEAF by siRNA did not allow nucleosome loss to spread further, 
indicating that BEAF is not directly responsible for blocking the heat shock-induced nucleosome 
loss. As the authors suggest, perhaps the promoters in scs’ are responsible. The ability to rapidly 
lose nucleosomes suggests that the chromatin of the hsp70 domain is readily accessible. 
According to this reasoning, BEAF might then be redundant for keeping the promoters in scs’ in 
an open configuration. One way to test this would be to determine if transcripts initiate from scs’ 
in a transgenic context, and if so, if these transcript levels drop in the absence of BEAF. 
The results presented here link BEAF to TSSs and highly expressed genes. They also 
provide the suggestion that interactions between BEAF and other chromatin-bound proteins 
could be widespread and contribute to nuclear organization. Future studies aimed at elucidating 
the relationship between BEAF and transcription, BEAF and nuclear organization, and the 
different roles of 32A and 32B will provide valuable insight into nuclear function. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and Microarray Hybridization (ChIP-chip) 
 Cross-linked chromatin was prepared from 6-16 hour y1 w67c23 embryos and ChIPs were 
performed using standard methods (Cavalli et al., 1999; Hart et al., 1999). Chromatin was 
sonicated into fragments with an average size of 500 bp, as determined by reversing the cross-




as ChIP input. ChIPs were conducted with three different affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal 
antibodies. One antibody recognized the unique amino terminus of BEAF-32A (32A), one 
recognized the unique amino terminus of BEAF-32B (32B), and the third recognized the portion 
of the protein common to both 32A and 32B (BEAF) (Hart et al., 1997). Independent chromatin 
preparations were used for the 32B and one BEAF ChIP, and a third chromatin preparation was 
used for both the 32A and the second BEAF ChIP. ChIP DNA was validated by quantitative 
PCR (ABI PRISM 7000) using SYBR Green and primers amplifying two sequences with BEAF 
binding sites (scs’ and BE76) and two sequences lacking BEAF binding sites (scs and the 
actin5C promoter) (Hart et al., 1999). The scs region has been reported to indirectly associate 
with BEAF at a low level (Blanton et al., 2003). Enrichment was calculated by ChIP/input Δct 
ratios. 
Prior to ChIP-chip analysis, ChIP samples and equivalent amounts of input genomic 
DNA were amplified using GenomePlex Complete Whole Genome Amplification Kit (WGA2, 
Sigma). Amplified products were purified using a Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). 
Quantitative PCR confirmed that the amplification was not biased. The average sizes of the 
amplified DNA samples were 400-500 bp. The amplified DNA was sent to NimbleGen (Madison, 
WI) where it was labeled and hybridized to genome-tiling microarrays with 50 bp 
oligonucleotides spaced every 100 bp. Three samples had the ChIP DNA labeled with Cy5 and 
the genomic DNA labeled with Cy3, while dye-swapping was used for the second BEAF sample. 
Peak Identification and Data Analysis 
After hybridization, the ChIP-chip data was analyzed using NimbleScan and SignalMap 
software (NimbleGen) with the Drosophila Release 5.1 genome sequence. NimbleScan was used 
to define peaks, and SignalMap was used to visualize the hybridization and peak data with the 




identified when the false discovery rate (FDR) in a 500 bp window is below 5%. Peak height is 
the log2(ChIP/genomic) value of the fourth highest probe inside the peak. As discussed in the 
Results, these peaks include possible indirect associations such as at scs. This led us to use the 
following more stringent peak height and FDR criteria for peak selection: peak height ≥ 2.0 and 
FDR < 1.0 for the 32B and first BEAF ChIP; peak height ≥ 2.4 and FDR < 1.0 for the second 
BEAF ChIP (dye swapping); peak height ≥ 0.8 and FDR < 1.5 for the 32A ChIP. To be 
considered a BEAF binding region, peaks must occur at the same location in both BEAF samples 
and one or both of the 32A and 32B samples. 
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays (EMSA)  
DNA fragments for EMSAs were PCR amplified from Drosophila genomic DNA and 
purified using a Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit. The fragments were end-labeled with γ-32P-ATP 
by T4 polynucleotide kinase. End-labeled DNA was incubated with affinity-purified BEAF from 
embryonic nuclear extracts or bacterially expressed 32A or 32B protein and 1 µg dIdC at room 
temperature for 10 minutes. The amount of protein used was enough to give roughly a 50% shift 
of the scs’ D fragment, which was included on all gels as a positive control. The scs’ D fragment 
contains a high affinity binding site for Drosophila BEAF, 32A and 32B (Hart et al., 1997). 
Protein was purified and gel electrophoresis was performed as previously described (Zhao et al., 
1995). Briefly, reaction mixtures were loaded onto 4% polyacrylamide gels and electrophoresis 
was done at room temperature in 0.25x TBE. 
Comparison with Published Data  
For comparison with published data, genome coordinates were converted using the 
UCSC Genome Browser liftOver tool (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver). Gene names 
were converted using G:Profiler Gene ID Converter (http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/gconvert.cgi). 





For q-RT-PCR from embryos, total RNA was isolated from 4-8 hour-aged embryos using 
TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). Embryos with the null BEAFAB-KO mutation (Roy et al., 2007) or 
wild-type for BEAF were used. To eliminate maternal BEAF, null embryos were collected from 
an inter se cross of BEAFAB-KO flies. About 40% of the resulting embryos could hatch into larvae 
(Roy et al., 2007), and most embryos develop beyond the germ band retraction stage which is 
beyond eight hours of development (S Roy and CM Hart, unpublished observations). Superscript 
III (Invitrogen) was used to synthesize cDNA of each of the experimental and reference genes, 
primed by gene-specific primers. The level of Trf mRNA, which encodes a general transcription 
factor, was used as an internal control for the RNA samples (Hansen et al., 1997). There are no 
BEAF peaks near Trf, and our results indicate that lack of BEAF does not affect the level of Trf 
RNA. Three independent RNA preparations of each genotype were used. Triplicate q-RT-PCR 
reactions for each RNA preparation were done using an ABI PRISM 7000 machine with SYBR 
Green. 
The q-RT-PCR analysis of siRNA-treated Drosophila Schneider SL2 cells was done as 
previously described (Emberly et al., 2008). Briefly, 400 μl of 2 μM BEAF or control double-
stranded RNA (dsRNA) was added to 10 ml of exponentially growing cells. The BEAF dsRNA 
was synthesized using full-length cDNAs of BEAF as templates. The sequence was checked for 
potential off-target effects by performing searches with dsCheck (www.dsCheck.RNAi.jp/). 
Treated cells were incubated for 2 hours at 25°C, followed by addition of 20 ml Schneider’s 
Drosophila Medium (GIBCO) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma). Total RNA was 
isolated after 5 days and used for q-RT-PCR. About a ten-fold knockdown of BEAF mRNA was 





Microarray Data Accession Number  
The microarray data are available at ArrayExpress (www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/) under 
accession number E-TABM-597. 
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As an insulator element, scs’ was identified with scs as the boundaries of Drosophila 
polytene chromosome 87A heat shock puff, suggesting its possible role in separating two 
neighboring domains with different chromatin states. This was supported by experiments 
showing both scs’ and scs have enhancer blocking activity and protect against chromosomal 
position effects in transgenic assays. BEAF was identified as an scs’ binding protein, and its 
association is required for the insulator activity of scs’. It was later found that there are two 
forms of BEAF, BEAF-32A and BEAF 32B, coded by one gene. They share the same C-terminal 
self-interaction domain and the middle domain, but each has a unique N-terminal DNA binding 
domain. Although clusters of CGATA motifs essential for BEAF binding to scs’ were found to 
be 32B binding sites, both 32A and 32B bind together at scs’ in vivo by forming complexes with 
each other.  
The mechanism of scs’ and scs insulator function at heat shock puffs has been studied. 
Based on the discovery of interactions between BEAF and Zw5, the scs insulator binding protein, 
one model suggests that scs’ and scs come together by this interaction to form a loop domain. 
This loop would contain the two hsp70 genes bracketed by scs’ and scs, and could facilitate 
independent regulation of the heat shock response as in polytene chromosomes. However, 
experiments trying to localize the boundaries of the 87A heat shock puff with different levels of 
resolution gave varying results on whether scs’ and scs are actual puff boundaries. In addition, 
transgenic studies also found that these insulators do not define the edges of an induced heat 
shock puff.  
To investigate whether scs’ is able to block an induced heat shock puff at the level of 
histone modifications, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation. This allowed us to 
examine the distribution of these modifications quantitatively at high resolution before and after 




removable insulator upstream. On polytene chromosomes, each transgenic line forms a new heat 
shock puff at the transgenic locus. In situ hybridization to polytene chromosomes showed that 
regions distal to the hsp70 promoter relative to the upstream 2scs’ insulator (two copies of scs’) 
were also in the puff, suggesting 2scs’ is not capable of blocking puff spreading.  
We selected positions along the transposon on both sides of the insulator location. 
Among the histone modifications we tested, H3K9 acetylation, H4 acetylation and H4K16 
acetylation had increased levels after heat shock, but the increase is limited to the hsp70 
promoter region without spreading. H3K4 methylation, H3S10 phosphorylation and poly(ADP-
ribosyl)ation had no obvious change after heat shock. The only modifications with change along 
the whole transposon after heat shock were increased H3K14 acetylation and decreased H3K27 
methylation. Neither of these changes was affected by the presence of the 2scs’ insulator. In 
addition, different transgenic locations in the genome apparently had different modification 
backgrounds before the heat shock, probably due to their particular genomic environments. Our 
data did not find any modification consistent with our hypothesized function of scs’ in blocking a 
chromatin state from spreading. To test whether the situation is different at the specific 
environment of the endogenous scs’ site, possibly mediated by interactions between scs and scs’, 
we also assayed modifications around the endogenous scs’ site. No modification we tested was 
blocked by the endogenous scs’ after heat shock. If scs’ and scs are real boundaries of the 
polytene chromosome 87A heat shock puff, it might be either that there is a difference between 
polytene chromosomes in salivary glands and embryo diploid chromosomes, or that we did not 
identify the modification that corresponds to the puff. The hypothesized role of scs’ in defining 
this heat shock domain as an insulator still lacks definitive evidence. 
In addition to scs’, several other BEAF binding sites had been previously identified in the 




Examining of these sites revealed that they all have CGATA clusters as found in scs’. 
Immunostaining on polytene chromosome using anti-BEAF antibodies showed BEAF is present 
at hundreds or thousands of sites along chromosomes, suggesting BEAF plays a broad role in the 
genome. To obtain more insight into BEAF function we identified more BEAF binding sites in 
the genome by two methods. The first was sequence tag analysis in genome enrichment 
(STAGE). In this approach, we used an antibody against the BEAF common domain for ChIP, 
and the ChIP DNA was amplified and cleaved into 21 bp tag sequences. After ligating these tags 
into concatemers, they were cloned into a plasmid and were sequenced. Each tag sequence was 
located in the genome by using BLAST on Flybase.org. We sequenced 101 different clones 
containing 3584 valid tags, and used a 3 kb window as a unit for measurement of tag occurrence 
frequency. We focused on the 3 kb regions with more than one tag occurrence because they 
represent regions with a higher probability of being real BEAF genomic binding sites, as 
opposed to being background DNA. Over 200 regions with more than one tag occurrence were 
found. Among these was scs’, which had 4 tags. To validate these regions we performed PCR 
amplification on three types of ChIP DNA. One was isolated using the antibody against the 
BEAF C-terminal common domain, which is the same antibody we used for STAGE experiment. 
The other two antibodies recognized either the 32A N-terminal domain or the 32B N-terminal 
domain. We tested over 60 genomic regions. Some were from regions with more than one tag, 
and others were from regions with one tag but with predicted BEAF binding sites. Based on 
footprinting data from known BEAF binding sites, we arbitrarily defined a 100 bp region with at 
least 3 copies of CGATA/TATCG motifs as a potential 32B binding site, and a 60 bp region with 
at least 2 copies of CGTGA/TCACG as a potential 32A binding site. We found that while some 
of the regions were negative in PCR validation, most of them were confirmed to be enriched in 




associate with these regions. Further analysis of their sequences found that they did not 
necessarily contain our defined potential binding sites, although many of them did. 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays on some of the sequences showed that the cluster of 
CGATA motifs is not required for BEAF binding in some cases. 32A protein did not bind any of 
the tested sequences. Because they were enriched in 32A ChIP DNA, the 32A association might 
be through forming complexes with 32B.  
The second method we used to identify BEAF binding sites in the genome was genome-
tiling microarrays. Four ChIP DNA samples were hybridized to the tiling arrays. We used one 
32A ChIP, one 32B ChIP and two independent BEAF ChIP samples. This allowed us to 
determine the reproducibility of the data and to examine the different binding patterns between 
32A and 32B. Thousands of peaks were found, with varying heights representing ChIP DNA 
signal enrichment levels compared to genomic background. To exclude low peaks such as the scs 
site with which BEAF associates only indirectly, we set a peak cutoff height. We also excluded 
peaks with high false discovery rates (FDR). In addition, we counted a peak only if it fits the 
criteria described above in at least three of four datasets (both of BEAF arrays, one or both of 
32A and 32B). Using these criteria, we identified 1820 BEAF binding sites in the genome. 
Among them 735 sites have both 32A and 32B peaks, 1052 sites only have 32B peaks, and 33 
sites only have 32A peaks. Examination of the peak sequences revealed that only one third of the 
32B peak sequences contain potential 32B binding sites. The same was true for the 32A peak 
sequences and the predicted 32A site. To determine if there is any other unknown motifs related 
to BEAF binding, we analyzed the peak sequences using MEME and DME motif discovery 
programs. In 32B peak sequences, we identified the DREF response element (DRE). This 
sequence (TATCGATA) is two overlapping CGATA motifs, and therefore should be part of the 




CGTGWCACGW, which occurs in nearly half of the 33 32A only peaks.  We selected 
sequences from the tallest peaks (including regions with only a 32B peak, only a 32A peak or 
with peaks for both) for gel shift assay, and combined the results with our previous STAGE 
results. Over 60 sequences were tested. No consensus emerged as to what constitutes a BEAF 
binding sites in terms of motifs and their orientations and spacing. However, sequences with 
multiple, closely spaced CGATA motifs, especially including a “+-” inverted repeat (CGATA-
NX-TATCG), had a higher affinity for 32B and BEAF. For 32A, all sequences containing the 9 
bp 32A motif, including one non-peak region, were shifted by 32A. This suggests that this motif 
is important in some 32A binding sites. A comparison between our STAGE regions with more 
than one tag and ChIP-chip peaks showed multi-hit tag regions were likely to correspond to 
peaks, and the correspondence increased as the number of tags increased. 
BEAF peaks were analyzed by comparing their positions to genes. We found that most of 
the peaks are located very near to transcription start sites of the genes. This is different from two 
other insulator proteins su(Hw) and CTCF, whose binding sites had been mapped in the  
Drosophila Bithorax Complex region and Adh region. We further found over half of the 32B 
peaks to be between closely positioned divergent promoters. An analysis of the genes whose 
promoters were associated with BEAF showed that the majority of them have high expression 
levels in various tissues, based on the data available in previous publications and Flyatlas. These 
promoters also have significantly higher levels of Pol II and active chromatin markers such as 
H3K4 dimethylation and histone H3.3. This indicates a possible link between BEAF and gene 
expression. There is also significant overlap between BEAF associated promoters and NELF and 
GAGA factor associated promoters. To test if BEAF has any positive role in transcription of 
these genes, we conducted quantitative RT-PCR on wild type as well as BEAFAB-KO fly embryos. 




have decreased expression levels in the absence of BEAF. This suggests that BEAF plays a 
positive role in the expression of these genes.  
The findings that genomic BEAF binding sites are near promoters, and that BEAF 
binding might positively regulate their gene expression, gives us new insight into BEAF function 
and insulator mechanisms. Like scs’ and BE76, do all these promoters have insulator activity? 
Are other general properties of promoters involved in BEAF-mediated insulator function? How 
does BEAF regulate gene expression at promoters? Do BEAF binding sites separate chromatin 
into domains as hypothesized before? More investigation to these questions could help answer 




















APPENDIX A. STAGE MULTI-TAG REGIONS 
Chromosomal arms and tag 
positions 
Genetic position of tag regions relative to gene Binding 
site 
2L.   
269900,270430,272210 Middle of CG3345 and CG3645 no 
277560,277860 Between CG17078 and smo 32B 
401180,403150 Upstr of CG4213 no 
916280,9168930 Downstr of GluRIIC no 
1079000,1080880 3’ of ast no 
1973200,1974780 Upstr of CG10908 32A 
2138580,2139760 Middle of tho2 no 
2182950,2183180 2kb upstr of CG15383 no 
2449140,2451020,2451840 Middle of dpp no 
4458200,4458900 Upstr of RpL27A, downstr of mRpL27 no 
5010930,5011630 Between CG31917 and CG3887 no 
5180790,5183760 Middle of Msp-300 no 
5325450,5328440 Between CG14023 and cype no 
5523070 (X2) 5’ of CG7371 no 
5981120,5982030 Between chic and eIF-4a DREF+1 
7221250,7222810 Middle of CG4567 no 
7490770 (X2) No gene no 
7897760,7898050 (far) upstr of CG7093,(far) downstr of CG14532 no 
8302130,8304340,8304980 Between CG7870 and Scgalpha no 
8365870,8366410 Middle of CSN8 and Pp2A-29B 32B 
8489410 (X2) 5’ of CG13088, downstr of d no 
9900xxx (X42) CG33300 N/A 
10481190,10483610 3’ of RluA-2, upstr of Grip75 DREF+1 
10516950,10517100 Between Fatp and Lrr47 no 
11122800,11124790 Between(?) Cs14 and CG4738 32A 
13004790,13007690 Middle of Tor 32A 
13257200,13258140 CG31851, 3’of CG31728, downstr of CG31730 no 
15815030,15816510 No gene no 
17443760,17446500 Middle of dl DREF+1 
17472910,17473540,17473480(
X2) 
Upstr of Aac11, downstr of fws 32B 
17930190,17932820 No gene no 
18682010(X2),18683280,186843
60 
Downstr of CG31751 and msl-1 no 
18925440,18926500 Intron of CG18397 no 
18945210,18945550,18947300 CG10428 no 
19127030,19128760 Between Aats-asn and CG17347 32B 
20115930,20117260 No gene no 
2140xxxx (X15) Histone genes N/A 
21760610,21760710 Middle of CG31612 no 




2R.   
1758010,1759350 Middle of Pld no 
3467920,3468280 5’ of CG14764 and CG2906 no 
3635920,3637010,3634490(X2) 3’ of CG2158 and CG8710 no 
4418590,4418950 Between CG8258 and CG30349 32A 
4462030,4464480 Between CG8229 and Tom7 no 
5539630,5539610,5540730 5’ of CG12128 no 
5608970,5609880 Middle of Jra, downstr of CG1381 32A 
6091660,6093010 Intron of psq no 
6390760 (X2) CG30016, upstr of CG30017 and CG6751 no 
7219220 (X2) Upstr of CG13195 32A 
7672350,7673360 Middle of CG8877 no 
7678890,7679520 Between CG8877 and SmD3,downstr of Oda 32B 
7943970,7944880 Upstr of CG13154, downstr of CG8831 no 
8151300,8153100,8151780 Between CG33672 and Iswi, downstr of spt4 no 
9325370 (X2) Middle of CG12295 32B 
9773060,9773230 Upstr of beta4GalNacTA, 3’ of CG8531 no 
10016140,10018160(X2) Between(?) cpsf and Asx no 
10366930,10369610 ~~~middle of Ercc1 no 
11022210,11024140 Upstr of GalNAc-T1, 3’ of CG30464 no 
12937160,12939200 Middle of l(2)k01209 no 
13180530,13180830 Upstr of eIF3-S8 DREF+1 
13182980,13183680 3’ of eIF3-S8 no 
13282550,13283800 CG14488,CG18635 DREF+1 
13384000 (X2) Middle of Mapmodulin DREF+1 
14203580,14203740,14203950,1
4204760 
Upstr of CG15072 32A 
14937990,14940390 Between hts and CalpA 32B&A 
15184300,15184770 Between hrg and isopeptidase-T-3 32A 
16137250,16138820(X2),161400
60 
Between CG11180 and CG16742 2DREFs 
16184610,16186500 Between exu and CG30152 32B 
16565660,16565670 Between shg and CG10540 32B 
16677950,16680250 Between CG4279 and Xpd 32B 
17008540,17008800 Between CG10496 and MESK2 32B 
17584420,17585590 Downstr of GlcT-1 no 
17720350,17721210,17722050 Upstr of ari-2, downstr of CG11291 32B 
18041200,18043480 Middle of px no 
19157230,19157250,19158140 Intron of retn no 
19208200,19208540 Middle of CG4091 no 
19543200,19544820 3’ of CG3167 and CG13567 no 
20025290,20026620 Middle of CG13582 no 
20392580,20393090 Middle of CG9047 no 
20445670 (X2) Between CG30427 and CG3760 no 
20522510,20524740 Intron of uzip 32A? 




3L.   
158460,158480 Downstr of p130CAS and CG7049 DREF+1 
184980,186780 Downstr of mri and Gyk no 
241760 (X2) Between DIP2 and CG13879 no 
248400,249650 mRpL17 32B 
522550,523800 Middle of klar no 
593430 (X2) (far) from Reg-2 and CG32345 no 
867510,867540 Intron of CG32479 no 
2651360 (X2) Upstr of CG16976 no 
3207090,3207570 Between RpL28 and CG17737 no 
3302700(X2),3303240 Between CG12077 and CG12016 32B 
3638470,3638750 Upstr of CG10862 DREF+1 
4085700,4086060 Upstr of CG14995 no 
4352490,4353530,4353560 Middle of DopEcR 32B 
4386190,4386770 Upstr of Syx17, downstr of CG7447 32B 
5726280,5726290(X2) Between DnaJ-1 and Ubp64E DREF+1 
5869920,5872120 Between pole2 and CG5592 no 
6521660,6524610 Downstr of sfl no 
7069350 (X3) 5’ of form3 no 
8160200(X2) 5’ of ERR and Atg18 32B? 
8265030(X2) 3’ of CG7201, upstr of CG7207 32A 
8498190(X2),8499980 Between CG6662 and foi 32B 
9346100,9346230 Hsp67Bc, upstr of Hsp67Bb DREF+1 
11138490,11141400 3’ of Alg10, downstr of MRP no 
11446640,11447490 Vha16-3 no 
11754220,11755990,11756000 Middle of Pi3K68D, downstr of CG14131 no 
11764030, 11764270(X2), 
11764460(X2),11765540 
Upstr of Pi3K68D, downstr of CG5964 no 
12111440,12113670 Between l(3)neo18 and RhoGAP68F no 
12119160,12119650 5’ of CG5642 32B 
15095490,15097810 Upstr of CG13457, downstr of CG12316 no 
15108620,15109370 CG32147, upstr of CG6859 no 
15585310,15588120 Middle of CG7372 and comm3 no 
16053640,16055520 Middle of CG5235 no 
16553760,16554240 5’ of l(3)73Ah, downstr of CG32163 32A 
16598310,16601180 Intron of abl no 
17986690,17988130 Intron of Eip75B no 
18807350(X2) CG32027, middle of Indy no 
19114450,19115510 Intron of fz2 32A 
19506160,19507130 Middle of CG9279 no 
19750500,19751340,19751430 Between Fibp and Deaf1 32B 
20232340,20230470 Upstr of CG6480, downstr of CG32226 32B 
20235680,20236110 Between CG32226 and CG6597 32B&A 
20276620,20278860 Downstr of CG6289 and CG5585 no 
20305590,20306000 3’ of CG13247 and Ide no 




20735070,20736820 Middle of CG11451 32A 
22782710,22784940 (far) downstr of CG32462 no 
22805070,22805940(X2) Between Arf79F and CG11109 DREF+1 
   
3R.   
260830,261310 Middle of CG1074 no 
1431490,1431510 5’ of CG2919, downstr of Rga no 
2208750,2210180 5’ of CG10277 no 
2934750,2937420 Middle of Alh no 
2957840,2960560 Downstr of CG31493, (far)upstr of Fer1 no 
3733540,3734620,3735200,3736
370 
3’ of Taf7 and Prat 32A 
3855100,3856430 5’ of CG2747 and impE3,upstr of CG10903 32B 
4500060,4501340 mRpL19,upstr of CG9773 DREF+1 
4529780 (X2) Middle of CG8112 no 
4831530,4833350 Between Prosbeta3 and CG11982 no 
4835070,4837930 3’ of CG11984,downstr of CG11983 no 
4876740 (X2) Between Nmdmc and Mst85C no 
5092840,5093310 Between Aats-trp and Vps16A DREF+1 
5159530,5160160 5’ of CG8866 32B 
5403260(X2),5404070 Between(?) Kap-alpha3 and CG8273 32A 
5627540,5628640 Middle of CG8526 no 
6608600,6608780 Middle of mRpL37 no 
6669310,6671220 Middle of CG4509 no 
7712340,7713120 Intron of CG31368,5’ of mthl5 no 
7787270,9010,9040(X2) Between CG3281 and aur 32B&A 
8281330(X2),8281510 3’ of CG18549,upstr of CG5333 32B 
9201570,9203700 Middle of CG9813 no 
11618760,11618820 Between c(3)G and Acyp2 32B&A 
11758700,11760250 Between CG5478 and blp no 
11970200,11972460(X2) Between CG5903 and CG5916 32A 
12148400,12150220 Upstr of CG6901 no 
12812100,12814000 3’ of CG18622, upstr of MESK4 no 
12827970,12828140 Between CG16941 and CG8913 no 
14583670,14586460 Upstr of CG14299,downstr of CG7720 32A 
16784720,16785890 Middle of Atpalpha no 
16981430,16982580 Middle of SNF4Agamma 32B 
17098900,17100990 Upstr of CG3308, downstr of CG3301 32B 
18718320,18718940 No gene no 
18881250(X2) 3’ of CG17119, upstr of p53 2DREFs 
18986580,18986700 CG13829, upstr of CG4624 no 
19817420,19817920,19818940,1
9819090 
Between CG13604 and Rab7 DREF+1 
20053080,20055980 Upstr of CG5677 and mask, downstr of Acp95EF (32B&A) 
21308940 (X2) Between XNP and CG5116 32B 




24911270,24913690 No gene 32A 
25061640,25062140 3’ of CG11951 32B 
25283340,25286260 5’ of Ptp99A no 
25328240,25328860 Upstr of Trc8 32B&A 
25624950,25624970 Between CG7837 and Ice no 
25864550(X2),25865050 Between janA and Sry-beta 32B 
26246710,26249390 5’ of CG2217,downstr of CG15535 no 
26630870,26631870,26632860 5’ of wts, upstr of dj-1beta 32B 
26672070,26673150 Far downstr of CG15544 no 
27225700,27228080 3’ of Gcn2 and CG11337 no 
27622570,27624280 Middle of Acf1 no 
   
X.   
487150,487160 5’ of l(1)1Bi, upstr of RpL36 32B 
626090,626690 Upstr of fz3 32B 
1172300,1173580,1175130 Middle of DAAM no 
1182550,1183550 Middle of fs(1)N no 
1197130,1197660(X2) Upstr of CG11412 32B 
1370120,1370140 Between CG14795 and CG32810 32B 
1578600,1579930 No gene no 
1735950,1736250,1736330,1736
380 
Between CG14818 and CG14806 32B 
2001810,2002030 5’ of pgd, downstr of CG3835 DREF+1 
4166480,4168550 Between mRpL33 and norpA,dwnstr of CG2982 no 
4385520(X3) Between rb and CG3564 32B 
5788320, 
5788480,5788750,5788770 
Upstr of CG12728, downstr of CG3726 32B 
5882650,5884250 Betweem rux and CG5941 32B 
6589410,6592080 upstr of CG32740 no 
6601460 (X2) Upstr of CG14438,downstr of CG14429 DREF+1 
7165920 (X2) Intron of Atg5 no 
7746070,7746900 Between RpS6 and bys 32B 
7974310,7974950 Intron of CG15335,upstr of CG2116 2DREFs 
8405640,8405660,8406980,8406
600(X2) 
Between CG12112 and CG11265 DREF+1 
9007190 (X2) Upstr of Zpr1 32B 
9401940,9402710 Upstr of CG15317 32B 
10210570,10211950 Upstr of l(1)G0289, downstr of CG32679 32B 
11451120,11451140 Middle of CG1703 no 
11701350,11701720 Middle of CG2025 no 
11980690,11981960,11981980 No gene no 
12690930 (X2) 5’ of CG4661 no 
12814370 (X3) Far upstr of CG12716 and CG32643 no 
12898580,12901310 (far) upstr of CG18646 no 
12987590,12988190(X2),129878
50 




12993890 (X2) Between Bap60 and CG12096 32B 
14643320,14644860 Intron of rut 32B 
15847910(X3),15847310 Middle of CG32580 no 
16120740,16121020,16123240 Upstr of CG3560, downstr of eas and CG32576 32B 
16275930,16276610 5’ of CG4420 2DREFs 
16335360,16336350 Intron of para 32B 
16913170,16913510 5’ of CG4949 32B 
16982190(X2) Between RpS5a and CG5010 DREF+1 
17661210,17661540,17661550 (far) upstr of Socs16D and CG6398 no 
18617300 (X2)  5’ of CG18259 32B 
19699400,19700110,19700600 Upstr of CG15618 32B 
20861440,20863080(X2),208639
90 
5’ of CG1518, upstr of bves no 
21636430(X5),21636530(X2) No gene (T.E. rover) no 
   
4.   
577150,578040 Between Thd1 and Pur-alpha no 
678330,680530 Middle of CG31992 no 
909720,910560 Middle of unc-13 no 
   
U.   
1589500,1589510   
1613190,1613580   
2357580 (X2)   
3557820(X2),3558220   
4192700,4195590    
5799930,5800330,5800340   
   
3h.   
1901930,1904290   
2735550(X2)   
   
2h.   
1618210(X2)   
   
Xh.   
87350,87890   
91990,93110   
99160 (X2)   
   
Yh   
154360,154370    





Appendix A. Tag positions on D. melanogaster genome are from Flybase Release 4.3 for the 
indicated chromosome arm. Binding sites were examined based on the criterions described in 
Chapter 3 from the 2 kb sequence (1 kb upstream and downstream of the average position of the 
multiple tags in the region). DREF+1: one copy of DRE and one copy of CGATA/TATCG 




























APPENDIX B. PROBES AND RESULT IN EMSA 
Probe Chr Start End Motifs (spacing) B NE A 
A1 2L 5096329 5096645 (55) A9 (234) B- (14) - - +++ 
A2 2L 18688685 18688981 (209) A- (14) A- (64) - + +++ 
A3 X 690427 690695 (149) A9 (111) - + +++ 
A4 X 1411582 1411903 (169) A9 (144) - + +++ 
A5 X 6592992 6593457 (211) A+ (79) A- (157) A9 - - +++ 
A6 X 17019065 17019478 (139) A- (52) A+ (2) B+ 
(14) B- (187) 
+++ +++ +++ 
A7 2L 2976877 2977158 (41) A9 (159) A- (-2) B+ 
(65) 
- - ++ 
A8 3R 5167464 5167713 (48) A- (197) - - - 
A9 3R 14584409 14584658 (220) A- (5) A- (15) - - ++ 
A10 3R 25574847 25575163 (87) A- (30) A- (190) - - +++ 
A11 3R 25632588 25632798 (37) A+ (169) - - + 
A12 3R 25632809 25633008 (101) A+ (29) A- (60) - - ++ 
AB1 2R 5987050 5987211 (52) B+ (4) B- (2) B- (89) - - - 
AB2 2R 8757195 8757344 (24) B+ (2) B- (16) B+ (94) +++ +++ - 
AB3 3R 7793051 7793292 (121) B- (6) B+ (12) B- (88) +++ +++ - 
AB4 3R 8806671 8806838 (53) B+ (12) B- (6) B+ (77) ++ ++ - 
AB5 X 15693119 15693288 (69) B+ (12) B+ (11) B- 
(63) 
- + - 
AB6 2R 20001846 20002026 (21) B+ (27) B+ (2) B- 
(116) 
+++ +++ - 
AB7 2R 20898997 20899208 (42) B- (6) B+ (51) B+ (98) - - - 
AB8 X 11911955 11912113 (34) B- (42) B- (19) B- (49) +++ +++ - 
AB9 3R 1373366 1373562 (153) A+ (1) B- (12) B- (16) - - - 
AB10 2R 11100945 11101186 (195) B+ (1) B- (13) A+ 
(18) 
- + - 
AB11 3R 4770626 4770844 (134) B+ (1) B- (2) A+ (6) 
A+ (56) 
++ ++ - 
AB12 2R 14045197 14045346 (32) A9 (108) - - +++ 
AB13 2R 14045386 14045566 (147) B+ (4) A+ (5) B+ (10) - - - 
AB14 2R 4794943 4795082 (44) A+ (6) A+ (6) A+ (69) - - - 
AB15 2L 277482 277648 (21) B+ (15) B+ (19) B+ 
(53) A- (86) 
- - - 
AB16 2R 8524081 8524212 (35) D (73) B+ (11) ++ +++ - 
AB17 2R 10390844 10390995 (125) B- (16) B- (1) - - - 
AB18 2R 12743754 12743984 (194) B- (32) + +/- - 
AB19 2R 4018784 4018974 (102) D (28) B- (48) + +/- + 
AB20 2L 5981636 5981805 (57) B+ (14) D (86) ++ ++ - 
AB21 3R 24165870 24166082 (120) D (29) B+ (51) +++ ++ - 
AB22 2L 8365972 8366129 (5) B- (14) B+ (1) B- (9) B+ 
(109) 




AB23 2L 4458320 4458626 (38) B+ (264) smear smear - 
AB24 2L 20120366 20120652 (194) D (85) smear ++ - 
AB25 2L 6723149 6723565 (125) A- (61) B- (53) B+ 
(31) B- (127) 
+++ smear ND 
AB26 X 22415174 22415516 (80) B- (16) B+ (42) B+ 
(120) A+ (29) B- (31) 
+++ +++ - 
AB27 2R 15312406 15312603 (34) B+ (11) B- (7) B- (27) 
D (50) B+ (20) B+ (17) 
+++ +++ - 
AB28 3L 19811211 19811407 (18) A- (2) D (4) B+ (5) B+ 
(145) 
+ +++ + 
AB29 3R 11619115 11619308 (32) B- (7) B+ (5) B+ (109) 
B+ (21) 
++ ++ + 
AB30 3R 25865405 25865575 (2) B- (21) B+ (1) B- (4) B- 
(123) 
+++ +++ - 
AB31 X 7795279 7795439 (86) B+ (42) D (8) A- (1) 
B+ (1) 
+ +++ - 
AB32 2L 1973946 1974134 (133) B+ (51) + +/- - 
B1 3R 1045291 1045460 (57) B- (1) B- (7) B- (90) - - - 
B2 3R 10451339 10451506 (55) B+ (8) B+ (2) B+ (86) - - - 
B3 2R 8416457 8416612 (25) B+ (13) B+ (5) B+ (98) - - - 
B4 2R 7106961 7107176 (50) B+ (10) B- (14) B- 
(127) 
- + - 
B5 X 20059901 20060064 (28) B+ (26) B+ (3) B+ (92) - - - 
B6 2R 14071620 14071951 (29) B- (39) B+ (2) B- (247) ++ ++ - 
B7 2R 3541439 3541708 (28) B- (6) B+ (35) B- (186) - - - 
B8 2R 12066118 12066356 (162) B+ (15) B+ (4) A+ 
(43) 
- +/- - 
B9 2R 16899335 16899500 (70) B+ (14) B- (7) A+ (60) + ++ - 
B10 2L 19132293 19132442 (13) B- (24) D (22) A+ (73) - +/- - 
B11 2L 2451271 2451473 (38) A+ (43) B- (7) B- (100) + ++ - 
B12 2L 17477864 17478103 (38) D (44) B+ (40) B+ (47) 
B+ (24) B+ (19) 
+++ +++ - 
B13 3R 6522159 6522388 (4) B+ (21) D (27) D (125) 




B14 2R 8480261 8480515 (81) A+ (51) B- (12) B+ 
(62) B- (29) 
- - - 
B15 2L 5327007 5327388 (179) B+ (33) B+ (160) +++ smear - 
B16 2L 10517196 10517459 (104) B- (10) B+ (140) +++ +++ ND 
B17 2L 5010847 5011021 (23) D (98) B+ (41) ++ + +/- 
NP1 4 578404 578613 (109) B- (96) - - - 
NP2 3L 3654788 3654953 (9) B+ (20) D (124) - - - 
NP3 2L 5854527 5854768 (118) A9 (115) - - +++ 





Appendix B. EMSA probe start and end coordinates are from Flybase Release 5.1 for the 
indicated chromosome arm. Peak: 32A-specific (A1-12), present in 32A and 32B ChIP-chip data 
(AB1-32), or 32B-specific (B1-17). Motifs (spacing): A9: CGTGWCACG; A+: CGTGA; A-: 
TCACG; B+: CGATA; B-: TATCG; D: TATCGATA (DRE); numbers in parentheses are base 
pairs between adjacent motifs or motifs and probe ends. B: E. coli-expressed 32B protein. NE: 
BEAF purified from embryonic nuclear extract. A: E. coli-expressed 32A protein. Amount of 
probe shifted ranged from none (-) to an amount similar to that of the scs’ D fragment (+++). ND: 
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